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ABSTRACT
Owing to their gigantic participation in global economic growth, the phenomenon of SMEs
internationalization has become the centre of attention for numerous researchers. Starting from
Uppsala model (1977) to born-global approaches today, scholars have been coming up with
several theories and models time to time. An in-depth study of literature concerning SMEs
internationalization, however, reveals that extant literature has primarily focused on firms that
are operating from metropolitan or core regions of the world. It has largely ignored the vast
peripheral and non-metropolitan regions of the world from where a great number of SMEs are
operating in foreign markets. Particularly increasing number of small high-tech firms with ‘low
to no demand’ in domestic market coupled with higher returns available in global markets are
induced to internationalize despite intimidating challenges of periphery. Consequently,
internationalization phenomenon from said locations, even in face of daunting challenges that
hinder SMEs growth, turns out to be an attention-grabbing area – hence worth-investigating!
The purpose of this study is to investigate the phenomenon of internationalization that is being
pursued by SMEs located in non-metropolitan regions that offer unique constraints and
challenges. More specifically, the objective is to explore the kind of entrepreneurial skills and
talent that is required to develop networking relations with key players and to eventually
internationalize from a peripheral location.
To carry out this research, eight semi-structured interviews were conducted informally with key
individuals from five small high-tech international firms located in North region of Sweden – a
non-metropolitan region.
Based on the findings, a conceptual model is developed which underlines that an entrepreneur in
non-metropolitan regions should: possess global mind-set, social and team formation skills, and,
industry experience; develop social, business and incessant snowball networks by efficiently
utilizing his social skills; understand the peripheral challenges like: lack of financial resources,
scarcity of non-tech professionals, being far away from core markets, absence of agglomeration
advantage and travelling time and cost; and on the same time exploit the peripheral advantages
which include loyal, hardworking, less salaried and easily retained employees, and, easy life and
exotic climate that exclusively prevail in non-metropolitan regions. Having possessed skills,
developed networks, and exploited the opportunities, the entrepreneur is now able to build a pool
of potential and strength which minimizes the effect of constraints that he has already
understood. As a result he can successfully pursue internationalization from a non-metropolitan
region.
We believe that this study has contributed both theoretically and practically and will inspire
future empirical or conceptual research regarding this important topic.
Keywords: SMEs internationalization, networking, entrepreneurial talent, non-metropolitan
regions, metropolitan regions, challenges and constraints in peripheral regions, SMEs in
peripheral areas, entrepreneurial skills, born-global firms, traditional firms.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The rationale behind carrying out this study is to learn about the internationalization process of small
and medium sized firms located in non-metropolitan regions that are often considered as haunted with
unique constraints. In relation to that, this chapter briefs about SMEs motives for internationalization
followed by different ways they adopt to pursue internationalization in general practice. Thereafter, some
light is shed to illuminate how networking relations and entrepreneurial talent serve as backbone for
small firms to go global. Finally the research gap is accentuated after discussing challenges/constraints
that prevail in non-metropolitan regions with respect to SMEs internationalization. Accordingly,
purpose, research question and delimitations are specifically laid down with an outline of forthcoming
chapters at the end.

1.1 Background
The Importance of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) is well-acknowledged all over the
world. Small firms are considered as engines to economic growth owing to their significant
contribution in economic and social development. They serve as the main driving force behind
job creation, poverty alleviation and wealth generation (Ayanda & Laraba, 2011, p. 200). SMEs
are said to constitute 80 percent of global economic growth (Jutla et al., 2002, p. 1) and account
for more than 95 percent of all firms in many countries (Chiao et al., 2006 p. 475). This implies
that they play a vital role in developing as well as developed economies. The European
Commission highlights that SMEs represent about 99 percent of all enterprises in the European
Union and provide around 90 million jobs (European Commission, 2011). Besides, SMEs have
also been observed to play an increasingly active role in the international markets during the last
decade.
The phenomenon of SMEs internationalization has become increasingly popular. Research
shows that more than 40 percent of SMEs are involved in some form of international
relationships (European Union, 2010). The concept of internationalization has been defined by
Luostarinen and Welch (1990, p. 249) as “…the process of increasing involvement in
international operations.” An analysis of small firms that involve in international activities
demonstrates that firms usually trace two different paths based on the amount of time they take
to pursue internationalization. Some firms globalize right from their birth or soon after their
establishment while some take considerable time to cross national boundaries. The former are
known as born-globals and later are called traditional firms that follow old models of
internationalization. The concept of ‘born globals’, ‘international new ventures’ or ‘global startups’ emerged when small firms started to participate in international markets soon after their
inception, thereby deriving significant competitive advantage from the use of resources from and
the sales of outputs in multiple countries (Oviatt & McDougall, 1994, p. 49). These firms have
challenged the traditional theories of internationalization e.g., Uppsala internationalization model
(Johanson & Vahlne, 1977) and Innovation model (Cavusgil, 1980) which describe that the
internationalization process of small firms occur in incremental steps. More to the point, firms
operate in domestic market for a long time and gradually evolve into international trade
(Johanson & Vahlne, 1977). However, these traditional/stage models of internationalization have
been criticized as they tend to lose their credibility and applicability in the context of born global
1

phenomenon. McDougall et al. (1994, p.476) conclude that this stage approach “has failed to
provide an appropriate explanation for why International New Ventures compete internationally
rather than just in home markets.” Therefore traditional models though still apposite for
numerous SMEs, the trend is more inclined toward supporting global start-ups and international
new ventures.
The old pattern to internationalize has been complemented by the new pattern and this alteration
has led to new motives that stimulate more rapid internationalization. Many small firms and
especially high-tech firms, in this regard, tend to globalize early as the demand for their product
largely exists in foreign markets. According to Crick and Spence (2005, p.168), these firms are
said to internationalize more rapidly and follow market entry routes that differ from those
operating in low-tech markets. Lopez (2009, p. 638) while mentioning about SMEs in
developing countries asserts that drivers to internationalize are even stronger for SMEs in these
countries because with specialized high-quality products, demand in domestic market is
insufficient for doing sound business. The higher returns available in foreign markets induce
small firms to sell their quality products abroad.
Research enumerates a large number of motives that drive firms to internationalize in the early
stages of their founding. For example, Karagozoglu and Lindell (1998, p. 48) lay down several
reasons for internationalization including, saturation of domestic market, internationalization of
domestic competitors and threats posed by multinational firms. They further claim that rapid
technological development, insufficient domestic market volume, inquiries from potential
foreign buyers, and, greater global market opportunities than domestic market are some of
additional motives of rapid internationalization. The environment of trade is also changing at a
very fast pace consequently driving companies to step in foreign markets either by will or by
force. In this connection, Chetty and Agndal (2007, p.1) assert that tariff reductions and free
trade agreements, on one hand, expose the domestic market to be eroded by competition from
imports, and on contrary, give birth to the emergence of new opportunities in foreign markets. It
can be inferred that successful firms opt to proactively involve in international business rather
than just reacting to changing environment and thus running the risk of being eaten/beaten up by
intense global competition. Firms internationalize early not only to beat foreign competition that
prevails in their home market but also to derive substantial amount of revenue from foreign
markets.
A careful examination of literature shows that all small firms including born-globals are prone to
a number of challenges and constraints in their effort to pursue rapid internationalization. For
instance, poor access to economies of scale (Welch & Luostarinen, 1988), lack of financial and
knowledge resources (Karlsen et al., 2003) and risk aversion (Dimitratos & Plakoyiannaki, 2003)
are some of the major challenges they are exposed to (cited in Freeman et al. 2006, p. 33).
Because of these constraints firms depend on other partners as staying alone is considered risky,
costly and devastating in fast changing global business environment. Therefore, firms seek to
develop networking relationship with other firms so that they can exchange resources and share
risks.
The importance of networks has been highlighted in many studies. Literature suggests that firms
are constantly engaged in building relationship with important customers, suppliers and other
business partners. This business environment is more like a web of relationships where firms are
2

networked in different interconnected relations (e.g., Johanson & Vahlne, 2009, p. 1411),
dependant on one another and are unable to survive if they are kept isolated. Networks are also
regarded as conduits because they allow many types of important flows to pass through them, for
example, information, technology, skills, and services etcetera. In addition, networking
capability enables firms to overcome the problems associated with resource-poverty (Hakansson
& Snehota, 1995; Mort & Weerawardena, 2006; Axelsson & Easton, 1992). Apart from lack of
financial resources, smaller firms are also highly dependent on the external sources of knowledge
because they are ‘information constrained’ due to their less extensive R&D activities (Tilley &
Tonge, 2003) as compared to larger firms with huge investment and capital. Thus, networks play
a key role in obtaining knowledge resources by collaborating with key partners. The importance
of networks is also emphasized in a study conducted by Freeman et al. (2006, p. 48) of the born
global phenomenon. In their study, effective network perspective is a major theoretical
underpinning. They developed a conceptual framework, where five strategies were devised to
overcome constraints faced by SMEs in their process of rapid entry in foreign markets. The first
three strategies were (i) extensive personal network contacts, (ii) collaborative partnerships with
large foreign customers and suppliers, and (iii) client followership, all of which are highly linked
to business networks. Therefore, a firm’s network competency to make partnerships and
alliances is considered as an appropriate tool to overcome the constraints tied with limited
resources.
A firm that operates in foreign markets by incorporating partnerships with international
businesses appears to differ from a firm that purely operates at a domestic level. Therefore, it
might be assumed that international activities need additional competencies as compared to
strictly domestic activities performed by a small firm. The entrepreneurial talent could probably
be one of the core competencies of a firm to effectively network and go global. Recently,
scholars have suggested that personal factors or owner’s human capital strongly influences the
internationalization process. They argue that entrepreneur’s/manager’s international exposure,
industry experience and ability to make personal network contacts, not only help the firm to
make more strategic partners but also enable it to delay less in obtaining foreign contracts or
sales (e.g. Rebecca & Eileen, 1997; Manolova et al., 2002; Andersson & Evangelista, 2006).
Manolova et al. (2002, p. 22) further classify the personal factors which influence
internationalization as (i) managerial skills (i.e. owners/founders or managers international
experience, or established personal networks and foreign contacts) and (ii) environmental
perceptions (i.e. owners positive perception of the international environment). Unlike large
Multi-National Enterprises (MNEs), small firms are less likely to employ business development
specialists who can accumulate knowledge about foreign market conditions and opportunities
(Child & Rodrigues, 2008, p.33). Therefore, SMEs rely on specific knowledge, skills and
competencies possessed by entrepreneur and management team and their contacts in
international markets.
The importance of SMEs in global economy, their involvement in international activities and
their effective networking and entrepreneurial abilities is extensively acknowledged by extant
literature (as described above). However, it is noted that not all SMEs are blessed with a
supporting business environment that provides considerable networking opportunities and easy
access to resources and skilled workforce (reckoned as important constituents for international
involvement). For example, SMEs that are located in non-metropolitan or peripheral regions
3

might be considered having limited access to suppliers, distributors, partners and qualified
workforce. Therefore one would probably want to know how SMEs from these locations pursue
internationalization and that we discuss below.

1.2. Problem Discussion
As we discuss shortly the unique challenges and constraints that inhibit SMEs to internationalize
from peripheral regions, it is shockingly interesting to discover that research hardly touches this
attention-grabbing phenomenon of internationalization (taking place from these locations). It
rather seems compelling to investigate how SMEs internationalize from non-metropolitan
regions in spite of obstructions caused by intimidating constraints. An in-depth study of literature
concerning SMEs internationalization reveals that extant studies have mainly focused on SMEs
that are located in metropolitan or core regions (e.g., Crick & Spence, 2005; Wright et al., 2007;
Agndal & Chetty, 2007 etc). Based on our literature review, only one study addressing global
economic action of SMEs from remote regions of British Columbia, Canada is found that was
carried out by Young (2010). But this study only presents a framework based on insights from
relational network, actor network and complexity theory in economics and merely suggests that
going global from rural regions is difficult but significant at the same time for future economic
benefits for these regions. However, our study explores in detail that how the phenomenon of
internationalization is pursued from non-metropolitan regions and what an entrepreneur ought to
do reaching foreign markets in face of unique peripheral constraints.
Non-metropolitan/peripheral regions, as described by current research, are often represented by
low level of technological development, shortage of qualified labor and inadequate information
systems to exchange knowledge (Sanchez, 1992, p. 154). Thus it can be taken for granted that
firms located in these areas have fewer opportunities to incorporate, develop and exchange
knowledge in common innovation practices. The elements such as knowledge, human capital,
collaboration, etc. considered necessary for innovation are either absent or insufficient in these
regions (Doloreux et al., 2007, p. 408). A highly innovative firm is considered to internationalize
quickly because innovation soon spreads its roots all over the globe. Therefore, when innovation
practices are not common in peripheral areas, it could be assumed that firms in these areas face
more difficulties and take more time in an effort to go global. Research also sheds light on
certain barriers that limit the ability of SMEs to grow. These include (i) inadequate physical
infrastructure; (ii) little access to capital, technology and innovation; (iii) scarcity of a qualified
and specialist work force; and (iv) less developed institutional infrastructure to support research
and innovation (Dolereux et al., 2007, p. 408). Research goes on to enlist additional barriers and
constraints. For instance, it shows that necessary elements for start-up businesses like trade,
communication, technology and transport are weak and mostly underdeveloped in nonmetropolitan areas (Koester, 1998). Furthermore, these areas are said to be characterized with:
limited scale and scope of local market opportunities, low population density, sparsely
distributed R&D and training institutes, and, more inclination to assist low-tech firms (North &
Smallbone, 2000, p.146). As far as high-tech firms in these areas are concerned, according to
Sanchez (1992, p. 154) these firms require qualified labor but unfortunately it is also scarce here
and even in the presence of technological training centers, the graduates tend to migrate to
metropolitan regions which offer them greater opportunities.
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On the other hand, research indicates that metropolitan regions are said to have high population
density, demographic diversity, organizational synergy and intense interaction between
organizations. Not only they have access to main market and large number of economic players
(like customers, distributors, suppliers, etc) and institutional organizations (like universities,
hospitals, government institutions etc), but they also draw foreign and domestic MNEs, SMEs
and academic/research organizations connected with international corporations (Doloreux et al.,
2007, p. 407). Therefore, it is fairly understood that SMEs in core areas enjoy more opportunities
to recruit specialized/needed workforce, access large and informed pool of customers and
effectively build networking relationships with other key players. Having said this, it becomes
easy for these SMEs to internationalize rapidly. However, in a region where connection to
outside world is considered minimal, tenuous and difficult (Young, 2010, p. 839) and despite
being challenged by unfavorable conditions of periphery, international involvement of small
firms particularly appears to be an interesting phenomenon. Particularly increasing number of
small high-tech firms with ‘low to no demand’ in domestic market coupled with higher returns
available in global markets are induced to internationalize despite intimidating challenges of
periphery. Consequently, internationalization phenomenon from said locations, even in face of
daunting challenges that hinder SMEs growth is worth-investigating!
We are aware that this era of globalization brings both threat and challenge for SMEs. The threat
could be the growing competition from foreign companies in their domestic market whereas the
challenge lies in availing the new opportunities that are present in new foreign markets. Hogan
(2004, p. 22) argues that hallmarks of globalization i.e. cultural admixture, economic dynamism,
and, political and ideological transformations are usually most visible in metropolitan areas.
Therefore, from our discussion, it appears that SMEs in core areas are more likely to
internationalize and take advantage of potential opportunities of globalization. Though the
importance of internationalization of SMEs has been recognized on a very large scale (as
mentioned before), much of the current research has focused mainly on SMEs in metropolitan
regions and neglected SMEs with non-metropolitan stature. Ignoring this phenomenon of
globalization from vast peripheral or non-metropolitan areas of the world and focusing primarily
on metropolitan areas do not justify the scholarly accounts of globalization as we are then
incapable to acknowledge the overarching benefits of economic globalization. Consequently it
becomes imperative to study the phenomenon of internationalization of SMEs from a nonmetropolitan region and to find out how entrepreneurs make it possible by forming networking
relations with other key players.

1.3 Purpose and Significance of the Research
In light of above discussion, the purpose of this study is to find out how small and medium hightech firms involve in international activities from non-metropolitan regions, given that these
regions embody unique challenges and constraints in relation to their counter parts. In this
connection, the study aims to investigate how networking relationships are developed in pursuit
of internationalization, despite the fact that firms in these regions are said to have fewer
opportunities than firms in metropolitan regions. More specifically, this study will look at the
kind of entrepreneurial talent that is required to develop networking skills and thus help a firm to
internationalize from a non-metropolitan region.
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The significance of this study rests both on theoretical as well as practical contributions. At a
theoretical level, it will enrich the extant literature in an all-encompassing manner since it is
going to tackle a largely ignored area of research, i.e. SMEs’ internationalization from a nonmetropolitan region. Because globalization is not only limited to metropolitan areas rather it goes
beyond that, a basic understanding of non-metropolitan SMEs in pursuit of internationalization
and its implication will help to append SMEs internationalization literature in context of nonmetropolitan areas.
As far as the practical contributions are concerned, the findings of this study will enable the
entrepreneurs and managers of small firms to understand the necessary ingredients for
internationalization when they operate from non-metropolitan regions. Furthermore, the results
will not only act as a guide for other non-internationalized high-tech firms but will also serve as
a motivational tool for them since they are going to learn from the practices of already
internationalized firms positioned right next to their doors or from similar locations.

1.4 Research Question
How do entrepreneurs internationalize their firms located in a non-metropolitan region by
developing networking relationships?

1.5 Delimitation
Our case firms are taken from a non-metropolitan area (North Region) of Sweden. Since this
study is delimited to an area of a developed country, the results cannot be specifically
generalized to all non-metropolitan regions of other countries, particularly developing or
underdeveloped countries. The reason is that peripheral regions of these countries represent the
area which is near to extreme pole on a peripheral/non-metropolitan scale and north region of
Sweden might not, at all, be considered as a remote area in eyes of these countries.

1.6 Introducing Key Concepts
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs): According to the Centre for Enterprise and
Industry of European Commission, SMEs are defined as micro, small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) which employ fewer than 250 persons and which have an annual turnover not
exceeding 50 million euro, and/or an annual balance sheet total not exceeding 43 million euro
(European Commission, 2005).
Table 1: EU Definition of SME
Enterprise category

Headcount

Turnover

or

Balance sheet total

medium-sized

< 250

≤ € 50 million

≤ € 43 million

Small

< 50

≤ € 10 million

≤ € 10 million

Micro

< 10

≤ € 2 million

≤ € 2 million

Source: European Commission, (2005)
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Entrepreneurial Talent: Entrepreneurial talent refers to those skills, abilities and competencies
of an entrepreneur which drive the firm to cross national boundaries and operate at a global level.
These competencies might include the entrepreneur’s global mind-set, international work
experience, alliance building skills and his formal education.
Networks: Networks as defined by Zain and Ng are “the relationships between a firm’s
management team and employees with customers, suppliers, competitors, government agencies,
distributors, bankers, families, friends, or any other party that enables it to internationalize its
business activities” (Zain & Ng, 2006, p. 184).
Agglomeration of Economies: We quote from the article, “A meta-analysis of estimates of
urban agglomeration economies” written by Melo, Graham and Noland (2008, p. 332). “The
theory of agglomeration economies proposes that firms enjoy positive externalities from the
spatial concentration of economic activities. These benefits can arise from intra- and interindustry clustering of economic activities, referred to as localization and urbanization economies
in the agglomeration literature (see [Fujita et al., 1999] and [Fujita and Thisse, 2002]).”
Internationalization: Internationalization of a firm, according to Lehtinen and Penttinen,
“concerns the relationships between the firm and its international environment, derives its origin
from the development and utilization process of the personnel’s cognitive and attitudinal
readiness and concretely manifested in the development and utilization process of different
international activities, primarily inward, outward and cooperative operations” (Lehtinen &
Penttinen, 1999, p. 13).
Non-Metropolitan Regions: Literature uses a range of terms to refer to areas, regions or towns
that lie outside the boundary of metropolitan, core, urban and capital cities – non-metropolitan,
peripheral, or countryside etc. We quote from an article written by Soursa (2007, p. 17) who
asserts, “Peripherality can originate from the physical/geographical location or social situation
of the region. For example, Keeble et al. (1988, in Spiekermann & Aalbu 2004: 7) define
peripheral regions as lacking accessibility to the main markets. In this sense, the accessibility of
a region determines its competitive advantage or disadvantage… According to Benneworth and
Charles (2005: 539), a region can be defined as peripheral if it lacks the knowledge resources
that enable the creation of agglomeration economies and the development of a competitive
advantage in knowledge-based activities… Also networking is low, SMEs dominate the business
and clusters are often missing or weakly performing. Consequently, less-favoured regions need
to find new solutions for building dynamic networks and co-operation (Tödtling & Trippl 2005:
1208–1210).”

7

1.7 Disposition of the Study
Table 2: Outline of the Thesis
Chapter 2
Research Paradigm

This chapter starts with addressing the choice of subject and
preconception of the authors about the research topic. Later it
explains the philosophical stance, research strategy and scientific
approach of the study.

Chapter 3
Theoretical Framework

It presents the theoretical framework of the study derived from
the theories of internationalization, networking and
entrepreneurial talent. The earlier studies about SMEs operating
in non-metropolitan regions will be presented to develop
conceptual framework of the study.

Chapter 4
Practical Methodology

This Chapter explains the practical methods used for data
collection which will be presented in empirical section. It will
discuss in detail about the methods used for interviews, data
processing and analyzing.

Chapter 5
Empirical Findings

This chapter presents the empirical findings based on data being
collected from respondents through semi-structured interviews.
The data will be presented according to the categories emerged
from five selected case firms.

Chapter 6
Analysis of the data

The data presented in the previous chapter will be analyzed in
this chapter by comparing it with our theoretical framework.
Referring to the research problem, the analysis will aim to
answer the research question of the study.

Chapter 7
Conclusion

This chapter will draw the conclusion of the study by looking
back at the problem statement and the purpose of the study.
Recommendations for future research will be discussed at the
end of this chapter.

Chapter 8
Quality Criteria

Finally the last chapter presents the issues related to
trustworthiness and authenticity to ensure the quality of the
study.
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2. RESEARCH PARADIGM
In continuation of the first chapter where we provided a brief background of our study and defined the
main purpose of research, this chapter will frame the research paradigm which underlies how the research
is designed and conducted. It begins with the choice of subject and briefs how our prior experience and
knowledge contributes to current investigation. Subsequently, it gives our stance on epistemological and
ontological assumptions followed by research approach, strategy and design selection. Finally it
highlights how relevant literature has been selected.

2.1 Choice of Subject
Being Business Management students, we both have a deep understanding of all concepts
including internationalization, networking, characteristics of successful leaders/managers and
unique constraints/challenges that describe a non-metropolitan region. However, both possess
fairly limited prior knowledge particularly about the internationalization models of SMEs and
related theories. The choice of subject happened to appear in a very interesting and challenging
way. The idea initially, in its very raw state, stirred up when the authors (informally) met CEO of
a small firm that internationalized its operations by forming partnerships and alliances with
world leading companies. We realized that this small high-tech firm (Oryx Simulations AB – one
of our case firms also) used efficient networking and managerial skills as one of the basic
instruments to earn international reputation all over the world.
While this uncooked idea was still wandering there in minds, it was finally given a practical
thought when authors were luckily appointed in a research project that is conducted within
Vinnova Centre of Excellence CiiR (Centre for Interorganizational Innovation Research). This
project is being run by a group of researchers at Umeå School of Business who allowed us to
undertake an independent thesis work within the framework of this research project. The main
objective of this project is to investigate how firms and networks of firms in non/metropolitan
regions explore and gain from opportunities and develop a position in internationally distributed
innovation systems, and how such a development can be stimulated by appropriate policy
measures? Combining this theme about the development of SMEs operating in non-metropolitan
regions with the idea of entrepreneurial talent and networking from Oryx Simulations AB, we
thoroughly studied the literature about SMEs internationalization. To our surprise, we found that
literary accounts of SMEs internationalization are almost empty to address this phenomenon
from non-metropolitan regions. Therefore, with this interesting background, we were determined
to find out, through this study, the phenomenon of internationalization of SMEs from a nonmetropolitan region. In this context, we decided to find out what kind of entrepreneurial skills-set
is required to develop networks and networking relations in pursuit of internationalization from a
non-metropolitan region that is bundled with certain constraints and challenges.

2.2 Preconceptions
Preconceptions have a major role to play in because a researcher’s prior knowledge, experience
and attitude influence not only how he sees things but also what he sees. For example, a person
who possesses 10 years of experience in the field of entrepreneurship and SME management or
alike would significantly differ in his mental aptitude than a fresh college graduate of business
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development. The assumptions, experiences and background knowledge of authors might be of
contributing value to their interpretation of reality when processing data provided by
respondents. We divide our preconceptions in to two parts, theoretical and practical
preconceptions both of which will contribute to understand in a better way.
Theoretical preconceptions originate from our previous academic studies. Both are Master
students of Management at Umeå University and hold good knowledge about the benefits of
globalization, importance of networking and management skills required to successfully run a
start-up business. One of us has studied “Entrepreneurship” and “SME Management” courses in
his bachelor degree while the other has studied “Environment of international manager” and
“International management competencies” during his exchange program in France. These
theoretical preconceptions have supplemented the authors with good stock of knowledge to find
relevant theories from literature. Access to different databases at university and others provided a
great pool of data/information which after being critically reviewed enabled the authors to come
across all related theories. Moreover, discussion with thesis supervisor, research team members
and few of our class fellows, has further broadened our perspective and enhanced the
understanding to view the problem from different angles and facets.
As far as practical preconceptions are concerned; first of all, since it is a Master thesis it is
understood that we have already taken our bachelor thesis/project, and therefore, are well-aware
of practical concerns about academic writing. One of us has already written one year master’s
thesis on “Managing Commercialization of Academic Research” which is about university’s
third role – ‘commercialization’ of university research, in addition to two basic roles of
education and research. Furthermore, during a common course on “strategy, theory and
practice”, we practically indulged in with the business world outside and got a chance to write
business plan and strategies for small firms in Umeå. Both learnt that, in practice, companies do
not always follow theoretical models when pursuing their goals and that theory applicability is
context dependent as well. This means that a particular theory which is applicable in European
SME context may not fit into an Asian SME context. By the same coin, SMEs in peripheral areas
might differ significantly in terms of their international approach as compared to ones in core
areas. This makes internationalization topic, in context of SMEs located in non-metropolitan
regions, more interesting and appealing to us. Finally both have great personal interest to travel
to foreign countries as they have been to Denmark, Germany, France, Sweden, China and
Pakistan to mention a few, which influences the way both perceive international business and see
things with broad mind approach.
At this stage of our lives, we cannot be expected to have an innocent mind of a child when doing
research. Therefore, both theoretical and practical preconceptions affect our choice of subject,
research problem and overall thesis in general, and, the interpretation of interviews conducted in
particular. These preconceptions will tend to appear in our thesis, in one way or the other, as they
cannot be put aside altogether. We believe that humans are unique and interpret their own reality.
By the same coin, our personal experience and background affect the way we interpret the
interview data or our respondents. In other words, our preconceptions would not let us free to be
purely objective in understanding the respondents since these preconceptions will fuse with how
we perceive our respondents and the information provided by them.
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We believe that our theoretical and practical preconception might appear in our thesis because it
is not possible to detach them in order to reach a fully objective understanding of other human
being. However, we strongly believe that they will not restrict us in a manner that our results
become biased, rather we assume that they will complement our understanding and will enable
us to approach with an open mind to acquire new knowledge and experience. In this regard, we
agree with Gummesson who favors the idea of having a good amount of pre-understanding of the
topic in question so that the researcher does not have to spend considerable time gathering basic
information (Gummesson, 2000, p. 58).

2.3 Research Philosophy
Research philosophy relates to the nature of knowledge and the development of that knowledge
(Saunders et al., 2009, p. 107). The same term is described by Ponterotto (2005, p. 127) as “the
conceptual root undergirding the quest for knowledge”, which refers to: the way knowledge is
developed by the researchers. Our purpose is to enrich the existing theory by developing new
knowledge about how the entrepreneurs, by developing networking relations, take their SMEs
from country side to all-around the globe. Since we are answering a specific phenomenon that is
not well-addressed by existing literature, we are, in a way, developing new stream of knowledge.
Therefore, it becomes worthwhile to consider (i) what is the nature of reality that we are
studying; (ii) how are we defining knowledge; and (iii) what relationship exists between the
object of knowledge and ourselves (as researchers). In short, if science is broadly defined, its
emphasis is on ontology and epistemology where the former philosophizes about the nature of
reality and the latter is focused on the philosophy of what we can know (Raadschelders, 2011, p.
918).
Ontology
As far as our research is concerned, we are investigating the details of how SMEs
internationalize from a non-metropolitan region in order to understand this phenomenon (reality)
or perhaps the reality working behind it (Remenyi et al. 1998, p.35) e.g., the entrepreneurial
skills or importance of networking relations etc, that make this phenomenon possible from a
peripheral location confronted with unique constraints. This is often associated with the term
constructionism or social constructionism, which involves understanding the meanings that
individuals (entrepreneurs) subjectively attach to a social phenomenon (Saunders et al., 2009, p.
111). In our research the social actors are the entrepreneurs or the managers (respondents) of
small companies who place many different interpretations on the internationalization process of
their firms. They perceive this phenomenon in varying ways as a consequence of their respective
view of the world; e.g., some might interpret it as a stage process while others as instantglobalized phenomenon. Similarly they hold different views on the characteristics of an
entrepreneur who is able to successfully develop networking relations and despite being
entrapped in peripheral location manages to get hold of global markets. That is to say, that reality
is being socially constructed by the entrepreneurs who impose meanings on ‘skill-sets’ and
‘situation’ or ‘phenomena’ in question (Kent, 2007, p. 48). Therefore, in case of entrepreneurs or
managers that we are studying, our role as researchers is to try to understand their subjective
reality in order to be able to make sense of and understand their motives, actions and intentions
in a way that is meaningful (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 111). The constructionist approach allows
us to contrast our view about the topic according to multiple views of entrepreneurs about their
firms. Also argued by Ponterotto (2005, p. 130) that the constuctionist view of reality believes
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that there are multiple, constructed realities rather than a single true reality. Therefore it is
subjective in nature and is influenced by the context of situation such as individual’s experience
and perceptions, the social environment, and the interaction between individuals and researchers.
Epistemology
The ontological social constructionism (discussed above) follows from the interpretivist
philosophy – an epistemological position that focuses on ‘understanding’. In our study, we as
researchers aim to understand how entrepreneurs of small firms perceive internationalization and
how they develop the networking relations while operating in non-metropolitan region.
Therefore we aim to discover the meanings that are subjectively imposed by entrepreneurs on the
phenomenon of internationalization from a periphery, in other words we try to understand what
motivates them to internationalize from a location with unique constraints. This is also in line
with Kent and Saunders et al. who assert that it is necessary to explore the subjective meanings
that motivate actions of social actors (entrepreneurs, in our case) in order to understand these
actions and we can only ‘know’ through understanding (Kent, 2007; Saunders et al., 2009).
Interpretivist inquiry, therefore, attempts to embrace us, as researchers, to get close to
entrepreneurs, enter their realities and interpret and understand their world from their point of
view (Leitch et al., 2010, p.70). In this way, we will be able to realize and depict the right
understanding of how entrepreneurs actually involve their firms in international activities in spite
of peripheral constraints coupled with special challenges. This view contradicts to that of
‘positivism’ because the social world of business is complex, constantly changing and cannot be
studied in the context of positivism where the research is aimed to resemble law-like
generalizations similar to natural science (Remenyi et al. 1998, p. 32). In contrast interpretivists
believe that the social world should be interpreted from the perspective of people being studied,
in our case the entrepreneurs or managers.

2.4 Research Approach
As discussed in section 2.1 that originally the idea to carry out this research emerged out of our
observation when we first met CEO of Oryx Simulations AB and started to ponder how this
small firm had internationalized from country side. This means that a problem was recognized
which was (otherwise) neither adhered to adequately by extant literature nor could have been
answered without understanding the phenomenon through the lens of the ones (entrepreneur/s)
executing it. To fully achieve this understanding, we planned to take interviews from
entrepreneurs and managers of small firms that have internationalized from a non-metropolitan
region. Therefore, the germ of an idea came into existence when our original idea was copulated
with research project’s theme (as discussed in section 2.1) and eventually undertook its journey
of discovery. The purpose was to get a feel of how firms were internationalizing despite being
restricted by particular constraints, so as to understand better the nature of the problem which has
not been solved by the existing literature. Thus, the result of our study would formulate a theory.
This, according to Gummesson (2000, p. 63) is inductive research as it starts with real-world
observation, data, concepts, models or patterns and eventually theories emerge as a result from
this input. Remenyi et al (1998, p. 105) also argues that it is acceptable within an interpretivisit
paradigm (as it’s in our case – described in section 2.3) that a research topic or question comes
from experience (observation) rather than reflection on theory and concepts, and this is known as
induction.
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On the other hand, we are not deriving hypothesis neither testing nor validating theories – the
approach, otherwise, known as deduction. Gummesson (2000, p. 63) asserts that deductive
research begins with existing theories and concepts, formulates hypothesis that are subsequently
tested and the vantage point of deduction is ‘received theory’ not ‘emergent theory’. This is
against our approach, and hence rejected, as ours promises theory induction not theory validation
(see figure 1.).

Figure 1: Relationship between Inductive and Deductive reasoning and theory
Source: Adopted from Nicholls (2009, p. 533)
Although the extant literature gives a very rich picture of SMEs internationalization process and
the importance of networking and the entrepreneurial capabilities required for international
involvement in general, our research gap indicates lack of studies pertaining to the phenomenon
of SMEs internationalization from a non-metropolitan region. Our results might wind up the
same theories but the way we have gone through all this research is inductive in nature primarily
because we started from an observation not theory and aimed to build theory. Our claim of
having this inductive stance does not stand alone but is fully supported by other researchers. For
example, Saunders et al. declare that even if we end up with the same theory, yet we would have
gone about the production of that theory using an inductive approach, that is to say, theory would
follow data rather than vice versa as with deduction (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 126). The process
of inductive and deductive reasoning can also be explained by figure 2.

Figure 2: Pyramids illustrating Inductive and Deductive Reasoning
Source: Nicholls (2009, p. 532)
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2.5 Qualitative Research Strategy
If we summarize what all has been written above (in this section of research paradigm) as far as
our study is concerned, it is as follows: world is not an objective thing lying out there but a
function of personal interaction and perception; there are multiple realities and reality is socially
constructed; it is about interpreting rather than measuring a highly subjective phenomenon; there
is no predetermined hypothesis and research is exploratory and inductive that emphasizes
process rather than ends. All these summarized assumptions constitute a qualitative research
strategy in which the researcher observes, intuits and senses what is occurring in a natural setting
(Merriam, 1988, p.17; Creswell, 2003, p18). This also means that our research is not quantitative
because quantitative research assumes positivist stance and the opposite postures to all what we
already have discussed our study is not. Our study is subjective in nature where different
entrepreneurs interpret the phenomenon of internationalization and the required skills according
to their perception of reality. This study also aims to investigate entrepreneurial skills that are
required to effectively network and therefore internationalize from periphery, meaning thereby,
we are focusing on the humanistic ‘why’ and ‘how’ questions to explore the phenomena from
the eyes of entrepreneurs and managers, and in this case qualitative methods are most suitable
(Gummesson, 2006, p. 170; Marshall, 1996, p. 522). In our opinion, rich and intensive data that
is required for investigating the subjective nature of study may not be handled effectively by
using quantitative research methods in which the design characteristic is structured and goal of
investigation is to test the hypothesis. At this point, we present a table 3 that enumerates what is
a qualitative research design by including all aspects that we have covered so far and the others
that are yet to be included (later).

Table 3: Characteristics of Qualitative Research
Aspects

Qualitative Research

Philosophical assumption
Goal of investigation
Sample

Subjectivism, Social constructivism
understanding, description, discovery, hypothesis
generating
small, non-random

Data collection

researcher as primary instrument, interviews

Mode of analysis

Inductive

Findings

comprehensive, holistic, expansive

Source: Adopted from Merriam (1988, p.18)
The analysis of the data in qualitative studies is based on the interpretations made out of that data
rather than by statistical manipulations (Johnson & Harris, 2002, p. 109). By using qualitative
method, this study will able to capture entrepreneur and manager’s experiences where the reader
will get the closer view about the internationalization process of SMEs operating in nonmetropolitan regions. The qualitative research has the ability to bring the reader closer to the
phenomenon being studied whereas quantitative study has not. The reader is able to see the
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world through the eyes of researcher which are capturing the true experiences of the informants
(Bansal & Corley, 2011, p. 235).

2.6 Research Design – Case Study
Pertaining to the goals of this study, our opinion coincides with that of Hyde who asserts that
qualitative enquiry often takes the form of a case-study (Hyde, 2000, p. 83). Therefore, we
decided to study few small firms to answer our research question posed in chapter 1 and that is
for several reasons. Firstly, the case study method gives an opportunity to collect a large pool of
data on small number of instances of a phenomenon that ultimately help in providing multifaceted understandings of internationalization and entrepreneurial talent/ability to pursue this
phenomenon from a non-metropolitan region (cf. Crowe et al., 2011, p.1; Hyde, 2000, p. 83).
Secondly, internationalization of SMEs is a contemporary phenomenon within the context of
non-metropolitan region and focus of our study is to answer the humanistic question of ‘how’
entrepreneurs drive their firms toward internationalization from a periphery by developing
networking relationships – in other words, question of process (cf. Yin, 200, p.2). Thirdly,
analysis of the individual interpretations of networking, entrepreneurial abilities and
internationalization process from periphery – being core elements of this study to be explored, is
of central importance. These interpretations can be accessed through interviews or conversations
with entrepreneurs or managers of selected companies and for that it is indispensible to establish
a close relationship with the respondents of the selected companies. For all these reasons, casestudy method is adopted. Additionally, since our attempt is to generate a broader appreciation of
internationalization process from non-metropolitan region and we cannot generalize our results
based on a single case study, we plan to conduct collective or multiple case studies (Crowe et al.,
2011; Baxter & Jack, 2008). The collective case studies will help us to examine several firms
that follow different paths toward internationalization (traditional or born-global) and their
stance on different (required) qualities of entrepreneurs/managers that work behind
internationalization process. The selection criteria of cases are discussed in section 4.2.1.

2.7 Choice of Literature
According to Merriam (1988, p. 57-58) the place of theory in a case study, to a large extent,
depends upon what is known in the area of interest. In some cases considerable amount of data is
already gathered while in some very less is known. As far as our study is concerned, the extant
literature is very limited and needs to be extended and developed further. Though vast amount of
data is available on the general concepts of SMEs internationalization, networking,
entrepreneurial talent and characteristics of non-metropolitan areas, internationalization process
from such a location still poses question marks on existing literature. Therefore, it is very
important to screen out the extraneous theories and jot down the ones which adequately fulfill
the purpose of this study. In this regard, guidance from our supervisor and research team of CiiR
project proved very helpful to find relevant literature and articles. During our first work in
progress seminar, the researchers guided us about appropriate articles and theories. Some of the
key words used for searching relevant literature were: internationalization of small firms, SMEs
in peripheral areas, networking, entrepreneurial skills, born-global firms. We used different
secondary sources that were retrieved mainly from Umeå University library’s database including,
Business Source Premier (EBSCO) and Emarald Journal and other databases like Willey Online
library and Google Scholar etc. Apart from searching relevant literature in online databases, we
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borrowed a number of relevant books and journals from library. For example, all five volumes of
‘Entrepreneurship and Globalization’ edited by McNaughton & Bell (2009) from university
library were borrowed and critically analyzed.
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3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter, all relevant theories that address different components of our research question and
purpose appropriately will be introduced. Since SMEs internationalization by developing networking
relations through proper utilization of entrepreneurial talent is at heart of our study, firstly we start with
theories about internationalization where different models will be critically argued followed by a
discussion on different networking perspectives and theories. Afterwards, different aspects/characteristics
of human capital considered necessary for international growth will be explored. As our study’s main
objective is to find out the internationalization behavior of SMEs from a non-metropolitan region, we
present an in-depth comparison between metropolitan and non-metropolitan regions. Doing this will
allow us to specify what unique challenges the latter faces in addition to those commonly faced by SMEs
of both regions. At the end of this chapter we will present the theoretical framework which will pictorially
capture what is our study all about and where does the main focus lie (demonstrated by question marks).

3.1 SMEs Internationalization Theory
The topic of SMEs internationalization is a very well-researched area. Scholars have been since
decades describing this phenomenon from various perspectives. Johanson and Vahlne in 1977
presented their Uppsala model of internationalization which has been modified from time to
time. This model is commonly considered as the traditional model of internationalization which
supports that firms internationalize in incremental steps and do not cross their national
boundaries until they have accumulated enough stock of knowledge about foreign markets. On
contrary, scholars like Oviatt and McDougall put questions marks about the applicability of
traditional models in context of those firms that are global since their establishment. Nowadays,
emergence of these born-global firms is on rise especially high-tech firms tend to be global since
the very start of their existence. In this section, we present different approaches to firm’s
traditional internationalization process as well as about born-global phenomena and hence
discuss one part of our research question, i.e. “SMEs internationalization”. To start with, the
concept is defined and different approaches that SMEs follow in pursuit of internationalization
are discussed. Lastly, what factors motivate SMEs to go global will also be introduced.
3.1.1 Definition
As internationalization is at the heart of this thesis, it inquires us to specify which definition of
internationalization we are going to adopt. Internationalization of SMEs has been described in
different ways by different scholars. For example, Ruzzier et al. (2000, p. 477) state that
internationalization means geographically expanding economic activities of a firm over a
national country’s border. Other prominent scholars like Johanson & Vahlne (1977) define
internationalization as a process in which a firm gradually increases its international
involvement. For them, internationalization is the product of a series of incremental decisions.
According to Welch and Luostarinen (1988, p. 84), internationalization is described as “the
process of increasing involvement in international operations”. The involvement of a firm in
international activities is grouped in to two patterns, namely inward and outward international
patterns (Hyvaerinen, 1994). On the other hand, Johanson and Mattson (1988) view
internationalization as a dynamic and cumulative process in which a firm continually establishes,
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develops, maintains, and dissolves its relationships in order to achieve the objectives. Another
definition of internationalization is given by Lehtinen and Penttinen (1999, p. 13) which states:
“Internationalization of a firm concerns the relationships between the firm and its international
environment, derives its origin from the development and utilization process of the personnel’s
cognitive and attitudinal readiness and concretely manifested in the development and utilization
process of different international activities, primarily inward, outward and cooperative
operations.”
For this thesis, we prefer the definition given by Lehtinen and Pentinnen (1999) because unlike
other definitions, it includes all the elements that our thesis aims to study in particular. For
instance, it talks about relationships between firms (networking), personnel’s cognitive and
attitudinal readiness (entrepreneurial drive/spirit) and firm’s involvement in international
activities. Other definitions mentioned above do not stand well with our research aim as none of
them encompass a depiction of networking/relationships, entrepreneurial characteristics and
SMEs internationalization, together. This definition also talks about inward and outward
operations. Inward activities are based on purchasing and logistics such as direct/indirect
importing, acting as licensee of a foreign firm or being a joint venture partner with a foreign
partner, whereas, outward internationalization involves direct/indirect exporting, licensing and
establishing joint ventures etc in other countries (Fletcher, 2011, p. 256). This thesis will largely
focus on the outward-driven internationalization activities; however, inward internationalization
might serve as a base, developing on which, a firm is able to involve in outward activities.
3.1.2 Internationalization Process
Different approaches to internationalization like stage approaches, learning approaches,
contingency approaches and born global approaches, to name some, have been discussed in
literature. According to Fletcher (2011, p. 252), a firm in ‘Stages’ Approach pursues
internationalization in incremental steps, i.e., increasing its commitment in foreign markets
gradually. In other words, a firm starts selling its products in domestic market first and then
sequentially enters into other markets (Baronchelli & Cassia, 2008, p. 3). Cavusgil (1980) and
Reid (1981) have explained that (first) an entry mode with least commitment of resources is
chosen by a firm and as it develops its internationalization, the commitment of resources is
gradually increased.
The second approach determined by Fletcher (2011) in the internationalization involvement of
SMEs is the Learning Approach – also referred to as Uppsala Model of Internationalization
(Johanson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 1975; Johanson & Vahlne, 1977, 1990). This is the most
frequently used model for internationalization of SMEs. Johanson & Vahlne (1990, p. 11)
maintain that an “enterprise gradually increases its international involvement” in search for new
markets. This increasing involvement is the result of a step-wise process due to the interaction
between increasing market knowledge and market commitment. Market knowledge and market
commitment are known as state aspects which are assumed to affect decisions regarding
commitment of resources to foreign markets and the way the current activities are performed.
Commitment decisions and current activities are known as change aspects. State aspects affect
change aspects and vice versa (Johanson & Vahlne, 1977, p. 26). The main driver of this process
is firm’s stock of knowledge, primarily experiential knowledge of foreign markets (ibid, p.28)
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which generates business opportunities and is consequently a driving force in the
internationalization process (Johanson & Vahlne, 1990, p. 12).
The Uppsala model explains two patterns of firm’s internationalization, i.e., by (i) establishment
chain and by (ii) psychic distance. The former assumes that the firm increases commitment to
foreign markets sequentially by having no regular exports at start, then exports via agents, later
through sales subsidiaries and eventually establishing overseas production facilities. The latter
presumes that firms enter the markets that are culturally, politically and geographically
proximate to the home market and slowly and successively expand to countries with larger
psychic distance - cultural, political and geographic distance. Therefore, firms lean to approach
those markets first which can be most easily understood (Johanson & Vahlne, 1990, p. 11-12).
The main idea is that firms build up sequential commitment to foreign markets over time due to
interaction between increasing knowledge about these markets and consequently increasing
commitment to these markets.
Whereas the stage model views firm as moving through a set of stages with each previous stage
providing necessary rudiments for the next stage in the process of internationalization, the
Contingency Model maintains that firm’s internationalization is contingent on response of certain
situational factors (Fletcher, 2011, p. 253). Fletcher asserts that not all SMEs’ international
involvement is a result of strategic planning rather most SMEs involve in internationalization in
response to circumstances within the firm (for instance, new equipment purchase yielding
surplus capacity), or in its domestic market (for instance, loss of a major domestic customer), or
a reaction to an unsolicited approach from abroad (for instance, a spontaneous export order). He
further argues that domestic or overseas opportunities may cause firms to leapfrog some of the
stages of Uppsala internationalization model.
While the stage and learning approaches are quite relevant to SMEs internationalization process,
they have been criticized by many researchers. Chetty and Campbell-Hunt (2004, p. 60) have
summarized critics on this model from perspective of different scholars who argue that this
model is excessively deterministic; firm often skips stages; it oversimplifies a difficult process;
disregards acquisitions and overlooks the impact of external variables. Moreover, as this view
holds that firms internationalize incrementally and enter international markets in stages, it offers
substantial contradiction to the new phenomenon of born-global firms that enter international
markets soon after their inception and may not have sales in their home market altogether (Oviatt
& McDoughall, 1994; Knight & Cavusgil, 1996). Reid (1983) also argues that the model is
extremely deterministic whereas the internationalization process of firms is highly idiosyncratic
in nature, situation specific and subject to resource accessibility. Besides, the Uppsala model
does not adequately reflect the features of internationalization patterns of small software and
high-tech firms that do not strictly go after the stage approaches (Wu & Zhao, 2007; Keeble et
al., 1998). Andersson et al. (2004) support the criticism by asserting that Uppsala model may not
be able to fully describe the SMEs internationalization in today’s global market as it has been
challenged by the phenomenon of instant-globals or born-globals.
During the past few years, concept of Born Global also known as International New Venture has
challenged the existing theories of internationalization. Oviatt & McDougall (1994) in their
study found that many small firms start their international activities very soon after their
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foundation and no more follow a stage process. The approaches of born global raise the issue of
accelerated internationalization, where a firm does not need to grow in incremental steps rather
engage in international activities soon after its establishment (McDougall et al., 2003; Rialp et
al., 2005). Oviatt and McDougall (1994, p. 49) define a born global as “a business organization
that, from inception, seeks to derive significant competitive advantage from the use of resources
and the sale of outputs in multiple countries.” Knight and Cavusgil (2004, p. 124) also define
born globals in the same fashion as “business organizations that, from or near their founding,
seek superior international business performance from the application of knowledge-based
resources to the sale of outputs in multiple countries.” They further claim that despite the fact
that most new businesses are characterized by inadequate financial, human and tangible
resources, born globals show a rapid progress to internationalization without adopting the policy
of ‘wait and see’ and that the time period from domestic founding to marking their first entry in
global markets is usually three years and in some cases even less than that. They assert that
smaller size give them a kind of flexibility which provides key benefits of success in foreign
markets (ibid, p. 125).
3.1.3 Motives that Trigger SMEs to Internationalize
Keeping in mind which type of approach SMEs follow in an attempt to globalize their activities,
it would be insane to not talk about the reasons based on which they internationalize. The extant
literature gives a number of motivational factors that stimulate SMEs to step in foreign markets
and expand their operations worldwide. In this connection, Leonidou et al. (2007, p. 735) find
out that certain factors play a key role to stimulate smaller firms to internationalize. These factors
include a desire to: accomplish extra sales, growth and profit; utilize idle production in a better
way; exploit a unique product; avoid saturated domestic market’s threat; respond to foreign
unsolicited orders; and, decrease home market dependence. As study of our case-firms might
reveal that some of them are following traditional while rest born-global approaches, therefore it
is also imperative to discuss what factors cause early adoption of internationalization of these
firms as well. Pertaining to this, Rialp et al (2005, p. 136) specify the four most common factors
that trigger a firm to internationalize at or near its founding. These factors are: (i) opportunities
available in new market and different sectors of economic activities abroad (together with the
growing importance of niche markets for SMEs worldwide); (ii) technological advancement in
the fields of communication, production, and transportation; (iii) increased significance of
international networks and alliances; and (iv) improved and more sophisticated skills of
entrepreneurs or management team members making it possible to go for a quick entry abroad.
These factors are likely to affect large number of industries and businesses and one should
expect a rapid internationalization as a result. According to Knight and Cavusgil (2004, p. 125)
early adaptation of internationalization is also driven by two trends that have considerably
decreased the transaction costs of foreign market development. These are: (i) globalization of
markets that engages myriad of firms in international sourcing, production, marketing and
international alliances with other firms in the field of product development and distribution.
Globalization also offers greater homogeneity of buyer preferences world-wide which makes
international trade easier by simplifying the development and positioning of the product in
overseas markets; and, (ii) technological advancement in ICT, methods of production,
transportation and worldwide logistics have abridged business transaction costs thus making it
easy for firms to internationalize rapidly. Other scholars also point toward the reasons of why the
phenomenon of born globals is becoming so widespread. For example, Oviatt and Mcdougall
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(1995) emphasize that customer base which itself is international (with homogeneity in products)
and intense competition in firm’s own domestic market compel the firm to internationalize from
the outset. Last but not least, McDougall and Oviatt (2000) assert that liberalization of trade and
notable progress in technological development in areas of telecommunications, particularly
internet and World Wide Web (www) has provided the firm with an easy access to customers,
suppliers, distributors and network partners worldwide. Thus firms that internationalize early
assume all foreign markets as one market.
3.1.4 High-Technology and Born-Global Firms
Our thesis is also concerned with firms using high-technology as our case firms belong to a
category that either exploits some form of high technology as a means to internationalization or
manufactures high-tech products that are highly demanded in foreign markets. Many researchers
believe that most of the born global firms belong to high-tech industry, for that reason, it seems
that there exists a positive correlation between born-globals and high-tech firms. Emphasizing on
this point, Kuivalainen et al. (2004) argue that industries facing quick technological change, such
as the high-tech sector which is continuously updating day by day, face pressures which can
shove the firm into early internationalization. Most often, firms operating in high-tech markets
tend to internationalize more quickly and go after different routes of market entry than those
operating in low-tech markets (Spence & Crick, 2005, p. 168). Furthermore, Chetty et al. (2004,
p. 60) typifies born global firm as a small firm that uses cutting edge technology, employs less
than 500 workers, has a turn-over of $100 (US dollar) per year and serves a specific niche in
global markets. However, Madsen and Servais (1997) propose that born global firms can also
come from other industries with diverse product lines and that this phenomenon is not only
limited to high-tech firms. Cavusgil (1994, p.18) state that born global firms are contributing to
national economy and this trend is growing fast. He presented two fundamental phenomena of
90s as “small is beautiful” and “gradual internationalization is dead”. In short, high-tech firms
tend largely to be global since the time of their inception.
Given that one of our study’s main objectives is to analyze the internationalization process of
SMEs from a non-metropolitan region, it might be assumed that drivers to internationalize for a
high-tech born global firm are somewhat similar as described above. In most developed countries
like Sweden, even in non-metropolitan locations, firms are using internet and ICT (Information
and Communication Tools) which enable them to smash off isolation tied with their peripheral
status to some extent. This is in line with Copus (2001, p. 544) who argues that improvement in
transport and communication, rapid technological advancement in field of ICT and enormous
growth of internet and e-commerce have led some SMEs in non-metropolitan regions to reach
out to foreign markets. However, existing literature still lacks theories about how SMEs in these
locations with particular constraints (see section 3.4) succeed to internationalize besides having
internet and communication facilities.

3.2 Role of Networks in Internationalization Process
In this study, we are aiming to find the internationalization process of SMEs (discussed in
section above) by developing networking relations (this section) with key players and investigate
what kind of entrepreneurial talent (next section) is required to pave the way toward
internationalization, given that, SMEs operate in a non-metropolitan region (discussed in last
section). So far we have discussed the internationalization process of SMEs and now heading
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toward the theoretical discussion of the role of networking that comes into play for international
involvement of a firm.
The vital importance of networking cannot be denied. Like other firms, smaller firms also need
to attract more customers, clients, partners and other companies in order to survive, grow and
expand the business to foreign markets. This is largely done through establishing business
networks. Networks help the firm to exploit new opportunities, exchange knowledge, benefit
from experience and reap the fruits from synergistic effect of pooled resources with other actors
in the business network (Chetty & Blankenburg Holm, 2000, p. 77). Keeping these crucial and
important aspects of networks in mind, Johanson and Vahlne (2009) had to revise their
traditional models (as discussed in previous section) by incorporating the perspective of
networks. According to them, nowadays the businesses have become more complex and
environment is viewed as a web of relationships – “a network” rather than isolation of firms with
many independent suppliers and customers. So it becomes necessary to revise the original model
of internationalization in the context of networking and to see, how networking influences
internationalization and how these networks have been created (Johanson & Vahlne, 2009, p.
1411- 1413). The authors further assert that the firm’s environment is made up of networks in
which there are activities about learning, building trust, developing commitment, and,
indentifying and exploiting opportunities. Such activities need to be understood within the
context of business networks which may result in business development and internationalization
(ibid, p. 1415).
Networks and networking have been used as conceptual devices for theorizing and researching
essential aspects of small firms (Curran et al., 1993, p. 13). Networking theory highlights the
issues of small firms in context of resources, activities, and actors within the network of firm
which highly influence the process of internationalization (Ruzzier et al., 2006, p. 486). The
resource based approach (Penrose, 1959), also conclude that the firms are in need of resources
and particularly small firms are forced to establish internal and external networks to acquire
recourses. Networking has both compulsory and voluntary aspects in building relationships. The
small firms are forced to participate in network relations in order to acquire resources from
network firms because surviving alone is not possible. On the other hand the firms voluntarily
participate and extend their relations with different networks to gain market knowledge and
exploit opportunities which are otherwise not possible without the help of other firms (Curran et.
al., 1993, p. 13).
The networking approach helps entrepreneurs to identify and explore international opportunities
through their international links and tie relations. These opportunities need to be exploited
quickly by entering in foreign market with the help of international networking (Oviatt &
McDougall, 2005, p. 544). According to the new model of Johanson and Vahlne (2009),
internationalization is viewed as the result of firm’s actions to establish network positions. The
main aim of networking approach in this context is the development of networking position. The
networks are borderless and the entry of foreign market depends on existing business
relationships, which make it possible to identify and exploit opportunities in foreign markets
(Johanson & Vahlne, 2009, p. 1423). The networking ties give the firm competitive advantage
over others because the competency of networking is difficult to imitate. The networks act a
source of information for firms about market knowledge and this specific information is not
available for all firms in the market. In this way the firms which place central position in the
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network receive more, better and early information compared to the competitors which highly
influence the internationalization of firms (Sharma & Blomstermo, 2003, p. 744). This means
that SMEs can overcome the constraints of lack of information, resources and competencies if
they have developed suitable portfolio of network partners. However, networking opportunities
are considered to be limited in non-metropolitan regions because of particular constraints they
carry with and we highlight them in the last section of this chapter.
3.2.1 Networking and Firm’s Internationalization
Different scholars have emphasized the importance of networking in terms of
internationalization of small firms (Coviello & Munro, 1997; Mort & Weerawardena, 2006). The
networking activity of small born-global firms may not be taken as a perfect cure for all the ills
associated with internationalization, instead it should be taken as a support which enables
entrepreneurs to detect opportunities to internationalize. This networking capability allows the
born-global firms to minimize the risks in global entry decisions (Mort & Weerawardena, 2006,
p.566). According to Elo (2005), the networking involves certain factors which are necessary to
consider for successful internationalization of small firms. These factors include: “the
configurations of the net, the overall structure and environment, its internal-external
relationships, the composition of firms, the inherent and evolving dynamics, the coherence, the
driving forces and goals, the endogenous and exogenous critical events in a net evolution, and
the life cycle of the business network” (Elo, 2005, p. 91).
In terms of networking, internationalization is the development of business relationship in other
countries (Johanson & Mattson, 1988, cited in Johanson & Vahlne, 1990). According to
Johanson & Vahlne (1990, p. 19-20), the network view in relation to the internationalization of
the firm argues that the internationalizing firm starts networking in domestic market and then
develops networking in other countries. This networking development can be achieved in three
steps.
√ Firstly through the establishment of relationship in other country networks (i.e. international
extension)
√ Secondly, through the development of relationship in those networks (i.e. penetration)
√ Finally, through connecting networks in different countries (i.e. international integration)
This international relationship helps the firms to develop the networking which open the ways
for expansion of operations. The entry of foreign market and market selection are based on
creating opportunities through network contacts, rather than solely from strategic decisions taken
by management (Coviello & Munro, 1995, p. 58). These network contacts can be personal or
business relations which the firms have to utilize for entering foreign market. Sometimes the
firms are motivated for internationalization because the other firms in the inter-national networks
are doing so. These firms are directly or indirectly connected with other internationalizing firms
which motivate the firms for expanding their operations to other countries (Ruzzier et al., 2006,
p. 484). This theoretical finding that networking acts as one of main pillars for SMEs
internationalization assures us that we are heading in the right way since our research question
stresses on the importance of networking that instigates internationalization from a nonmetropolitan region.
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3.2.2 Network Typology
As we have talked about the important role that networks play in accessing foreign markets and
thereby help expanding the business world-wide, it is in the best of fit to explain the main types
of networks at this instant. This is because knowing different typologies will allow us to
highlight different aspects of networking and to be able to see what kind of networks
entrepreneurs develop to internationalize their firms. We know that in today’s business
environment, relationships between firms are multifaceted and complex. Easton and Araujo
(1992) explain this by stating that one company may define another company as a partner,
supplier, or competitor at the same time. Building relationship with customer, supplier,
competitors and other networking agencies through networking becomes necessary to expand the
operations for small firms. The two major categories of networks that exist in theories are Social
Networks and Business Networks (Elo, 2005; Slotte-Kock & Covellio, 2009). Social network
theory is used to find the impact of networks on the social aspect of organization. On the other
hand business network approach deals with explaining dyadic relationship with wider business
networks (Slotte-Kock & Covellio, 2009, p. 42). The born global or INV firms make greater use
of both social/personal and business networks to achieve the rapid internationalization. These
firms seem to be more relying on supplementary resources acquired through effective local and
international networking (Rialp et al., 2005, p. 138-139). Zain & Ng (2006, p. 184), described
internationalization networks as “relationships between a firm’s management team and
employees with customers, suppliers, competitors, government agencies, distributors, bankers,
families, friends, or any other party that enables it to internationalize its business activities.”
The social network perspective is the web of personal connections, interpersonal ties and social
interactions. This type of network is supposed to be an efficient mean of acquiring information
resources for internationally oriented SMEs (Zhou et al., 2007, p. 677, 685). Particularly, the
born-global firms with broader social networks are believed to enjoy rapid learning advantage
and rapid degree of internationalization (Zhou et al., 2007; Musteen, Francis & Datta, 2010).
These broader social networks which include strong interpersonal relationships are very
influential in the process of internationalization (Ruzzier et al., 2006, p. 485). The social
networks build on interaction with family, friends, acquaintances, and employees and are
therefore mainly based on social exchanges (Björkman & Kock, 1995, p. 521). According to
Jack et al. (2010, p. 332) networking is social and emotional process. Networks basically emerge
from rational instrumental concerns i.e. attaining resources but the social networks are the
bounding process which is about mutuality and social exchange. The personal relations of
owner/founder or managers of small firms are important here to hold this social and emotional
process of networking. These social networks are characterized by emotional closeness and interpersonal trust which in turn gives the firms’ ability to obtain fine-grained and trustworthy
information from foreign contacts (Musteen et al., 2010, p.198). The individuals of the small
firms are important actors in the internationalization process, since social relationships with
foreign individuals influence them to extend their operations to other countries as well (Forsman
et al., 2002).
On the other hand Business networks include the interconnected firms (Miles & Snow, 1992)
which are directly or indirectly connected with each other. The connection here means “that
exchange in one relationship is linked to exchange in another and these webs of connected
relationships are known as business networks” (Johanson & Vahlne, 2009, p. 1414). In this
relationship the firms are engaged in complex business networks where the business
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relationships comprise of “customers, customer’ customers, competitors, supplementary
suppliers, suppliers, distributors, agents and consultants as well as regularity and other public
agencies” (Johanson & Vahlne, 1990, p. 18). The relationships are continually established,
maintained, developed and broken in to business networks on the basis of economic benefit and
to create a strong position in the network (Slotte-Kock & Covellio, 2009, p. 44). In the same line
Evers and O’Gorman (2011, p. 552-553) define the nature of business network relationship as a
formal and commercial where economic activity takes place. The both vertical and horizontal
networks are included in this category of networking. The relationship and sharing of
information with clients, suppliers and agents are called vertical networks, whereas, the relations
with research institutions, trade associations and joint venture partners come in the category of
horizontal networking. In the following table 4 Evers & O’Gorman (2011, p. 553) also
categorized social networks in horizontal and vertical relationships. The vertical social ties which
are also known as informal business acquaintances e.g. buyers and suppliers located in the
broader business networks who have non-exchange relationship with the focal firm. On the other
hand horizontal social ties include the competitors of the firm as well as family, friend, relatives
and other community organizations.
Table 4: A typology of social and business relationships in INVs
Business Tie

Vertical

-

Clients
Suppliers to the firm
Agents and intermediaries
Ancillary suppliers

Horizontal

-

State support agencies and
export promotion agencies
University/research Institution
Trade associations
Advisors/consultants
Joint Venture partners

Social Tie
-

Former Clients
Other suppliers in the industry
Other operator in the ancillary
support firms

-

Competitors
Community organizations
Friends/Family
Acquaintance firms

Source: (Evers & O’Gorman, 2011, p. 553)
There is also a third approach of networking that is commonly used in entrepreneurial research –
the Entrepreneurial network which consists of “entrepreneurs who form a group of individuals
sharing entrepreneurial concerns” (Elo, 2005, p. 19). Here the entrepreneurs or managers make
an unofficial personal group to share information with each others. The other entrepreneurs
belonging to this unofficial network share information with each other and in this way the
entrepreneurs are more likely to discuss, share and reflect their export intentions (Evald et al.,
2011). This approach considers individual entrepreneurs or firm networks with defined borders,
whereas, the business network perspective views networks as borderless and social networks
approach have clear membership boundaries (Slotte-Kock & Covellio, 2009, p. 45). In the table
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5 below, the comparison among these three perspectives of network research is shown as worked
out by Slotte-Kock & Covellio (2009).
Table 5: Comparing the Three Perspectives of Network
Dimension

Social network research

Business network
research

Entrepreneurial
network research

Focus

Studies patterns of whole
networks of individuals or
organizations, occasionally
including dyads

Focuses on dyadic
interaction (specific
inter-organizational
relationships within the
broader network) but
argues it is possible and
necessary to understand
the mutuality of tie and
network development

Focuses on either dyad
of focal firm or the
firm’s ego net.
Increasing recognition of
interface between dyad
and network

Family, friends,
acquaintances, and
employees and community
organization

Customers, customer’
customers, competitors,
supplementary suppliers,
suppliers, distributors,
agents and consultants
as well as regularity and
other public agencies

Individual entrepreneurs,
unofficial friends

Emphasizes tie existence
and tie strength.
Distinguishes between
social and economic ties.

Considers multiplex
characteristics: tie
content, tie intensity, tie
reciprocity, positive and
negative ties, tie
duration, sleeping ties.

Emphasizes mostly tie
content (social vs.
economic) and tie
strength. Some
appreciation of other
characteristics, e.g., tie
usefulness, durability,
direction, and dormancy.

Considers individual, intraand inter-organizational
networks; defined borders.

Considers interorganizational networks
based on dyadic ties
(both formal and
informal); borderless.

Considers individual
entrepreneur or firm
networks with defined
borders. Often studies
advice or discussion
networks.

Actors

Tie characteristics

Network type

Source: Adopted from Slotte-Kock & Covellio (2009, p. 46)
By having all broad categories of networks and their distinguishing attributes based on different
dimensions, it becomes easy to identify which kind of networks the smaller firms are
establishing to go abroad. This is also the purpose of our thesis which is to know how
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internationalization of SMEs is taking place by development of networking relations. Therefore
knowing the relevant theory and models will help us to not only to identify the right perspective
but also to see how entrepreneurs develop these relations in their effort to go global. This is also
in line with unanimous views held by several researchers who propose that more studies should
be carried out in order to enhance the understanding of SMEs internationalization and how firms
utilize their business networks in this process (e.g, Chetty & Campbell-Hunt, 2003; Coviello &
Munro, 1997; Chetty & Blankenburg Holm, 2000 etc).

3.3 Entrepreneurial Talent Required For Internationalization
As far as smaller firms are concerned, the networking relationships are mainly developed by the
owner or entrepreneur of the company. Smart and successful entrepreneurs who are good at
networking skills in combination with important others, successfully internationalize their firms
at an early stage. Our purpose highlights this subject in an obvious manner by addressing “how
entrepreneurs internationalize their firms” which means that we need to know the set of
skills/abilities or talent that an entrepreneur utilizes in order to go global. Literature suggests that,
in fact, internationalization of smaller firms is an entrepreneurial activity (Lu & Beamish, 2001;
O’cass & Weerawardena, 2009). Fletcher (2004) also supports this claim by saying that all
entrepreneurial activities increase the probability that internationalization will take place. This
means that entrepreneurial talent and internationalization have a strong positive correlation and
firms gifted with a right blend of entrepreneurial talent are likely to internationalize at a fast
pace. Entrepreneurial talent refers to those skills, abilities and competencies of an entrepreneur
that can help and drive the firm to cross national boundaries and operate at a global level. These
competencies (discussed later in detail) might include, as suggested by extant literature,
entrepreneur’s alliance building skills; possession of a global mind-set; prior international work
experience; and, his level of education.
In consideration with our purpose, this section will draw attention to the most common
denominator – “man behind the gun” that utilizing his skills-set, leads small firms to step in
foreign markets. Andersson and Evanelista (2006, p. 643) find out that this denominator is
probably none other than the entrepreneur himself. In his book Schumpeter (1934, cited in
Tajeddini & Muller 2009, p.2) describes entrepreneur as “a creative, driven individual who finds
new combinations of factors of production to develop a new product, corner a new market, or
design a new technology.” The way of doing business has changed and old procedures are no
longer valid. Firms are not dependent on suppliers, distributors and customers situated nearby
rather take the whole world as one market, thereby, look for new, suitable and meaningful
opportunities to embark on. In this vein, Isenberg (2008, p. 107) emphasizes that entrepreneurs,
today, do not (only) rely on buying raw material from their nearby suppliers nor establish their
factories in near vicinity to their headquarters, rather they hunt for the world’s best production
places, for cheap labor and for ideal customers. They save costs, find opportunities all around the
globe and bring in more value to their firm. Isenberg further argues that talented entrepreneurs
tap resources and serve customers across the world, they take on large competitors, hound global
opportunities, and use distance as an opening to create and introduce new products to foreign
markets or current products which are new to overseas markets. He further describes the
characteristics of a successful entrepreneur as the one who is clear in his purpose, strike
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alliances, is able to deal with global supply chain and owns the capability to establish a
multinational organization from the start (Isenberg, 2008, p. 108-110).
Human Capital – Talent and Skills of a Global Entrepreneur
The literature on entrepreneurship and internationalization argues that the human capital of
owner or founder is indispensable in a successful pursuit of firm’s internationalization strategy
(Jones et al., 2007; Turan & Kara, 2007; Zhang & Bruning, 2011). Possession of human capital
i.e. aggregate human skills, expertise and knowledge needed to do business abroad significantly
impacts the firm’s scope, overall potential for growth, and, choice, speed and degree of
internationalization (Manolova et al., 2002). Previous research has, to a large extent, emphasized
the significance of owner’s prior knowledge, skills and experience which proved helpful in the
internationalization process of the firm (e.g. Evald et al., 2011). This line of research has been
further developed by Manolova et al. (2002, p. 12) who identifies from extant literature, four
dimensions of human capital, that distinguish a global entrepreneur from a non-global. These
dimensions are: (i) experience and skills, (ii) perceptions of the environment, (iii) international
orientation, and (iv) demographics (i.e. age, gender and education). Consistent with this,
Isenberg (2008) asserts that an entrepreneur must possess competencies that are required for
internationalization. For example he should be able to articulate a global purpose, build alliances
and create supply chain. All entrepreneurs must have the ability to identify and avail
opportunities, collect resources and make smart deals. They should also possess soft skills like
having a vision, leadership qualities and be passion-oriented (ibid, p. 109). Given that literature
provides a myriad of skills and characteristics of entrepreneurs that ultimately facilitate
international growth, we have broadly identified four major fundamental attributes that lie at
heart of human capital for international involvement.
3.3.1 Global Mind-set
Global mind-set as highlighted by international business scholars is a pre-requisite for successful
international expansion of a firm (Nummela et al., 2004; Knight & Cavusgil, 2004). According
to Freeman and Cavusgil (2007, p. 7), global mind-set is a composition of behavioral and
attitudinal components that can be captured in the form of entrepreneur’s (i) international vision,
(ii) proactiveness in foreign markets and (iii) commitment to internationalization (ibid, p. 6-7).
International vision here may refer to entrepreneur’s ability to look over in the world and find
opportunities availing which would ultimately achieve the objective to internationalize.
Consistent with this, Oviatt and McDoughall (1994) pointed out that an international vision is
perhaps the most important characteristic that an entrepreneur should hold for a successful new
venture right from its inception date (Oviatt & McDougall, 1994). Since in smaller firms the
decision making is mostly done by a single or sometimes by few managers, the attitude and
motivations of these individuals play the key role in deciding the rapidity and approach toward
internationalization. Chetty and Campbell-Hunt (2003, p. 814) emphasizing this point state that
the mental modes of entrepreneurs could be the main barriers to internationalization. Therefore it
is very important to possess an internationally oriented mind that could shore up the international
involvement in distant markets. In addition to this, commitment and international pro-activeness
of the owner or managers is also required to exploit the foreign opportunities and expanding their
operations. Here the pro-activeness refers to initiatives and anticipation of owner or managers to
look for new opportunities in foreign markets by actively screening market opportunities not by
simply counter beating the competitors (Miller, 1983, p. 771).
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3.3.2 International Work Experience
Another important dimension of human capital that is considered necessary for SMEs growth
and international expansion is the prior international experience of owner/founder of the firm.
We know that in contrast to multinational firms, small firms tend to rely on the knowledge and
expertise of few individuals, particularly the owner. Therefore it is very important that this/these
individual(s) is/are experienced and have knowledge about the foreign markets. In this vein,
many international business scholars have highlighted that firms in which the founder or the
management team have previous work experience in global markets or have lived abroad are
more likely to exhibit quicker entry and commitment to internationalization (e.g., Oviatt &
McDoughall, 2000; Autio et al., 2000; Oviatt & Mcdoughall, 2005). Research also suggests that
greater international experience of top managers, owners/managers with denser information and
know-how of international markets, and especially owners/founders with industry specific
knowledge and experience are all important factors that accelerate foreign market entry
(Bloodgood et al., 1996; Westhead et al., 2001; Andersson & Evangelista, 2006). Thus it can be
derived that smaller firms that are led by owners who have attained greater capital of personal
international knowledge and experience are more likely to make the most of entrepreneurial
opportunities at an early stage (Oviatt & Mcdoughall, 2005, p. 547). Moreover this concept of
international experience is further developed in context of having team members with
international experience who are able to develop relationships with foreign players quickly. For
example, Rebecca and Eileen (1997, p. 807) emphasize that internationally experienced
management teams of small firms have greater tendency to build up foreign relations and
therefore delay less in obtaining foreign contracts and sales (just after their inception date) which
results in rapid form of internationalization. The owner/founders with international work
experience have high probability of having personal networks and international relationships that
give an advantage to conduct international business activities. There is less uncertainty in the
process of internationalization of small firms whose managers have right set of skills and
international experience than the managers without comparable skills and experience (Manolova
et al. 2002, p. 22).
3.3.3 Alliance Building
Alliance building allows firms to gain synergy by sharing resources, capabilities and expertise
with other partners for a mutual benefit. Coveillo found that networking is the best practice that
opens door for entrepreneurs as it helps to access markets, resources, distribution channels,
referrals and a group of contacts for both internal and external development of the firm
(Coveillo, 2006, p. 723) Its seems that alliance building competency enables a firm to overcome
the shortages that are attached with its smaller size and limited resources but what is the
comparable position that is given to a firm (with such resource constraints) in the network? This
issue is adhered by Isenberg, who asserts that it is very common for startup firms to quickly
access international markets by striking partnerships with large companies that operate in those
markets, however, most of these firms have a weaker position in such deals (Isenberg, 2008, p.
109). This is because the managers of established companies have power to extract favorable
terms from prospective partners who are in a weak position with few resources and bargaining
chips. Isenberg also asserts that because these small start-up companies that have just come
abroad cover the geographic and psychic distance, it makes it difficult for them to communicate
with their global partners (ibid, p.109). Pertaining to good communication skills, research
suggests that proficiency in foreign languages and the ability to socialize quickly with foreign
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people gives an added advantage (Leonidou et al., 2007). Therefore the entrepreneurs need to
have the competency to coordinate, communicate and control well in the global network. In
addition, the social skills of entrepreneurs are very important. In fact, entrepreneur’s relations
and contacts with others define a social network. In this connection, BarNir and Smith (2002, p.
221) assert that entrepreneur’s ability to find contacts and developing social networks provide
means for both identifying opportunities in foreign markets as well as facilitating the utilization
of needed resources, thus gaining a competitive advantage.
3.3.4 Education
Another determinant that is considered as one of the important assets of entrepreneurs and that
helps in capitalizing on networking and internationalization competencies is the formal
education. Education is correlated with formal college degree, knowledge of foreign language
and problem solving ability of an entrepreneur (Axxin, 1988; Stoian, 2002; Zucchella et al.,
2007). Kundu and Katz (2003, p. 31) argue that an educated entrepreneur with professional
degree is considered more “outward looking” and open minded to explore the international
markets than an entrepreneur without a professional degree. Furthermore, Zucchella et al. (2007,
p. 272) asserts that entrepreneur’s educational background is an important variable and in it the
knowledge of foreign languages differentiate more clearly, a quick entry in foreign markets.
Developing the concept further, scholars have highlighted that education is highly linked with
soft skills such as problem solving abilities, autonomy, creativity and self-confidence and that
entrepreneurs with higher level of education learn about technology/markets and recognize
business opportunities faster than others (Cooper et al., 1994; Shane & Venkataraman, 2000).
The importance of education has been frequently studied with an outcome of consistent results.
Research has suggested that there is a positive relationship between owner’s level of education
and international involvement and export activities of a firm (Simpson & Kujawa, 1974; Axxin,
1988). Similarly Leonidou et al., (2007, p. 738) also claim that better education, among other
variables like taking birth in foreign country, being international minded and having some time
spent in foreign country etc, is one of the major stimulus that prepares an entrepreneur to
internationalize the firm. All these dimensions of entrepreneurial talent can be depicted in the
following figure.
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Figure 3: Dimensions of Entrepreneurial Talent for the process of Internationalization
Source: Authors
Thus after a thorough analysis of literature we have come up with four major competencies of
human capital, as shown in figure 3, that could be considered as fundamentals of entrepreneurial
talent. Having a global mind-set and vision, possession of prior international experience,
educational background and alliance building skills delineate an entrepreneur who is competent
enough to build networking relationships and engaging in international activities successfully. As
our purpose is to find out how entrepreneurs globalize their firms by developing networking, it is
very important to combine the relevant pieces from existing theory that describe competent,
capable and qualified entrepreneurs (and/or their managers) who have successfully
internationalized their firms and developed long-term networking relations. Nevertheless, our
research gap indicates lack of studies regarding SMEs internationalization from nonmetropolitan regions. Therefore we have to investigate if the same set of entrepreneurial talent
(as shown in figure 3) is required to develop networking relations and to internationalize from
countryside or the skills-set need to be modified or improved based on the challenges that are
tied with periphery. To study the challenges and constraints that are present in a peripheral or a
non-metropolitan region, we move to the next section.

3.4 SMEs in Non-Metropolitan Regions
This section is very important as it is going to underline the core purpose of our research. We
have already discussed in the problem background that extant literature is inadequate to address
the phenomenon of internationalization of SMEs that are located in a non-metropolitan region.
Most of research is conducted on SMEs that are situated in metropolitan or core regions and,
thus, has largely ignored the examination of how SMEs from non-metropolitan regions
internationalize their activities. The current research is being executed to study this ignored but
indispensable area because the phenomenon of internationalization is not only restricted to SMEs
that are located in metropolitan or core areas only, rather, it is practiced from non-metropolitan
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or peripheral regions also. Therefore investigation of this under-researched phenomenon is
imperative to conduct as the results will append the current literature of SMEs
internationalization in context of their non-metropolitan status. It is commonly assumed that
SMEs in non-metropolitan regions are constrained with numerous challenges and difficulties that
hinder the process of internationalization whereas metropolitan regions, on other hand, provide
small businesses a fertile ambiance to pursue internationalization conveniently. Regarding this,
the current section will discuss characteristics of metropolitan and non-metropolitan regions.
Doing this will allow us to compare both regions regarding SMEs internationalization
respectively, thus, giving us substantial understanding to figure out the downside of nonmetropolitan areas and eventually identifying the specific constraints hampering SMEs to
internationalize from these regions. Lastly the conceptual framework is presented.
3.4.1 Characteristics of Non-Metropolitan Regions in comparison with Metropolitan
Regions
To study the characteristics of a metropolitan region is not the part of our research but since nonmetropolitan regions are defined as regions which are not metropolitan, therefore it becomes
important to first see what characterizes a metropolitan region. As we also described above that
comparison between two regions will enable us to know if SMEs in non-metropolitan regions
face unique challenges and what could be their kinds. Therefore, the comparison will draw out
the constraints and challenges that SMEs in non-metropolitan regions face particularly.
Characteristics of Metropolitan Regions
According to Karlsson and Bjerke (2009, p. 3), metropolitan regions are large urban
agglomerations which are considered as the favorable breeding places for innovation which in
turn has a direct link with internationalization. An urban agglomeration includes adjacent
communes and neighborhoods which in technical sense do not belong to that particular city but
are connected together via new and advanced transport infrastructure. Research suggests that
metropolitan regions are said to have high population density, demographic diversity,
organizational synergy and strong interaction between organizations. Not only they have access
to main market and large number of economic players (like customers, distributors, suppliers,
etc) and institutional organizations (like universities, hospitals, government institutions etc), but
they also draw foreign and domestic MNEs, SMEs and academic/research organizations
connected with international corporations (cf. Doloreux et al., 2007, p. 407). Todtling and Trippl
(2005, p. 1207) noted that R&D activities and major product innovations are most likely to exist
in these regions which benefit from the existing externalities and agglomeration economies.
Research has also publicized many reasons of why a metropolitan region is where innovation is
mostly bound to occur. For example: higher concentration of R&D activities, knowledge
spillover in urban agglomeration, access to market, subcontractors, specialist work-force,
formal/informal networks and technological infrastructures etc. are all expected to concentrate in
metropolitan regions (cf. Doloreux et al., 2007, p. 407). Following characteristics of metropolitan
regions have been depicted by Bjerke and Karlsson (2009, p. 4) as a result of their own and
existing research:
√ Concentration of human capital, advanced customers and national government administration
√ Concentration of research universities and private R&D institutes.
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√ Concentration of head-offices of large multinational companies, technology import firms and
specialized business services
√ Higher density of large variety of economic actors in geographical proximity
√ Intense face to face interaction which stimulates knowledge exchange and knowledge
creation
√ Hosting one or more international airport(s), thus well-connected with foreign markets
√ Superior breeding places for innovation and new products
√ High income consumers and skill intensive downstream
Characteristics of Non-Metropolitan Regions
As the name suggests, a non-metropolitan region is the one which is not metropolitan. Nonmetropolitan regions or in other words peripheral regions are those regions which are considered
to have fewer resources and that are located far away from the core areas and main markets
(Suorsa, 2007, p.15). According to Benneworth and Charles (2005, p. 539) these regions lack
knowledge resources that are required to create agglomeration economies and therefore fall
behind to gain competitive advantage in knowledge based activities. Copus (2001, p. 540)
mentions that the conventional concepts of peripheral disadvantages commonly include a
number of elements but nearly they can be grouped into three classes: (i) Causal, (ii) Contingent
and (iii) Associated (Figure 4 below). The two causal elements are increased transport/travel
costs in terms of time and money (resulting from remoteness relative to core populated/economic
areas) and the dearth of agglomerative advantages (broadly defined as economies of scale). The
second group’s elements are contingent upon the first and include high cost of service position,
low rates of innovation/entrepreneurship etc. The third group of elements includes for example,
sparsity of population, poor local and inter-regional infrastructure and dependence on primary
industries.
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Figure 4: Elements of Peripheral Disadvantage
Source: Copus (2001, p. 540)
3.4.2 Constraints faced by SMEs in Non-Metropolitan Regions
SMEs play a vital role in regional development but as mentioned above non-metropolitan
regions have less to offer to businesses especially small firms. Recent research highlights that
unlike well-endowed large and small businesses in well-serviced developed areas, small firms in
peripheral areas face very considerable challenges and constraints (e.g., Grimes, 2003, p. 174).
For example, in peripheral areas institutional structure and networking ability to exchange
information are poorly developed, R&D activities or introduction of new products are less
intense, companies appear to innovate less and it’s difficult for them to integrate global chains of
production or to export, there is shortage of skilled and qualified labor, information systems are
inadequate to exchange knowledge, and, necessary elements for start-up businesses like trade,
communication, technology and transport are weak and mostly underdeveloped in peripheral
areas (Dolereux et al., 2007; Sanchez, 1992; Koester, 1998).
Dolereux et al., (2007, p. 408) summarize the barriers that limit ability of non-metropolitan
regions to evolve and thus inhibiting SMEs growth from these regions as follows:
√
√
√
√
√
√

Inadequate physical infrastructure
Insufficient institutional infrastructure to support research and innovation
Little access to capital, innovation and technology
Absence or shortage of a qualified and specialized work force
Relative absence of knowledge-intensive industries
Insularity
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3.4.3 Traditional and Contemporary Regional Development Theories
The traditional theories stress the comparative advantage of metropolitan regions over nonmetropolitan regions. According to Keeble (1997, p. 284), indigenous small firms in urban/core
regions benefit from a convenient access to information networks, factors of production and
markets whereas small firms in non-metropolitan regions have limited networking opportunities,
lack of resources, very few entrepreneurial and workforce skills, and deficient in agglomeration
economies. Furthermore, Westhead et al. (2004, p. 9) emphasize that in comparison with nonmetropolitan region, SMEs located in metropolitan regions may benefit from agglomeration of
economies and spatial externalities, that is, from big pool of expert labor, concentration of
current exporters, information network of suppliers and dedicated infrastructure. This means that
innovative, growing and successful small firms are concentrated in core regions, with few in
countryside, if any (Keeble, 1997, p. 284). However, Copus (2001, p. 544) figures out the
following three developments occurring at a fast pace in peripheral regions:
√ Advancement in transport and communications infrastructure through government funded
efforts and ongoing technological change
√ Continued expansion of service sector and light manufacturing
√ Rapid technological change in the field of Information Society Technology (IST) and
gigantic growth of internet and e-commerce.
These changes and most importantly active entrepreneurial efforts to overcome peripheral
constraints allow many small firms non-metropolitan regions to innovate, expand and even
involve in international experiences. Westhead et al., (2004, p. 9-10) condemn these theories by
arguing that they fail to adequately explain the growth of some firms, if not all, from peripheral
and resource-sparse environments. They further criticize that traditional theories fall short to take
into account the perspective of aspiration (or motivation) of entrepreneur and the network
context in which the firms are embedded. Research suggests that firms in these areas could
mobilize the external networks for obtaining resources and arrange for export activities. In
addition to this, constraints of periphery could also trigger greater proactive behavior of
entrepreneurs through manipulation, immunization and adaptation mechanisms, which
consequently prove SMEs in non-metropolitan regions to outcompete their counterparts located
in metropolitan regions (Westhead et al., 2004; Vaessen, 1993; Keeble, 1997).
3.4.4 Theoretical Framework
Having discussed the prevalent theories about internationalization, networking, entrepreneurial
skills and the characteristics of non-metropolitan regions, we develop our conceptual framework
as shown in figure 5 below.
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Figure 5: Theoretical Framework of SMEs internationalizing from a Non-Metropolitan Region
Source: Authors
The above model depicts the internationalization process of SMEs from a non-metropolitan
region. First of all the red question marks show the research gap indicating that very little is
known so far about the internationalization phenomenon of small firms from a periphery. The
model illustrates all the theoretical considerations that we have talked about in this chapter. For
example it gives a view of all approaches that SMEs generally adopt in pursuit of
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internationalization, i.e., Contingency, Born global and Stage approaches. It also highlights the
types of networks that are usually developed to help cross the national boundaries. These
networks include Social, Business and Entrepreneurial networks. Besides it shows that at a
fundamental level the entrepreneurs are required to possess a skills-set of four abilities that
include: Global Mind-Set, International work experience, alliance building and formal education.
Lastly, it exhibits three kinds of specific constraints that are offered by a non-metropolitan region
to SMEs present there. These constraints are associate, contingent and causal all of which have
been explained above.
The basic idea behind this framework is that although SMEs internationalization, networking,
and entrepreneurial skills-set are broadly researched by numerous scholars but how this
phenomenon of internationalization is carried out by the entrepreneurs from a non-metropolitan
region by developing networks is not known. This is represented by red question marks as
mentioned above.
In the remaining chapters, we will try to investigate this largely ignored phenomenon of
internationalization from north region of Sweden – a non-metropolitan or peripheral region. We
elaborate in the next chapter that how we are going to investigate this phenomenon and believe
that in conclusion, our analytical discussion of empirical findings will enable us to answer the
question marks which are still not addressed by the extant research. Therefore we try to
contribute in existing literature by finding the answer of how entrepreneur internationalize their
firms from a non-metropolitan region by developing networks.
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4 PRACTICAL METHODOLY
In the last chapter, we concluded by identifying the question marks in our conceptual framework
pictorially. The aim was to show where these gaps are situated and thus where extant literature still needs
to be further developed. After this thorough analysis, we now aim to fill this gap by demonstrating how
data will be collected, from which companies and respondents, by what means and how the data will
finally be analyzed.

4.1 Choice of Data Collection Methods
Data collection is a prerequisite and cornerstone of any research because it provides empirical
evidence to support the findings (Remenyi et al., 1998, p. 140). We are mainly focusing on
primary data to investigate the phenomenon of internationalization of SMEs operating in nonmetropolitan region because the secondary data is unable to address this phenomenon due to its
non-availability. For that we have conducted face to face interviews to collect the empirical
evidences. We are not taking into consideration other methods of data collection like observation
or focus group etc, as they are not feasible as far as the purpose and scope of this research is
concerned. For example, it impossible to observe a phenomenon that has happened 10 years ago
or that requires us to perform the role of participants - not feasible for one semester study. On
contrary, interviewing technique allows us to get information from relatively large number of
entrepreneurs/managers in a relatively short period of time and without going back to observe
how internationalization took place at some previous point in time (cf. Merriam1988, p.71-72).
Interviewing will also enable us to thoroughly investigate our research problem by capturing the
real life experiences of the CEOs and managers of the selected firms. Last but not least, it will
help us to capture the non-verbal expressions of respondents which will further enrich the
information (Saunders et al., 2009).
4.1.1 Semi-Structured Interviews
According to Saunders et al. (2009, p. 320), interviews for data collection are mainly categorized
into three types: highly formalized or structured, semi-structured, and unstructured interviews.
We have chosen semi-structured interviews that were conducted in an informal way to collect
primary data. Doing so provided us with an opportunity to cover important aspects highlighted in
theory and purpose as well as to let the interviewees tell their stories and relevant issues freely
without restricting themselves. The semi-structured interviews allowed us to ask additional onspot questions which might not be included in interview guide. In this way, we were able to ask
any other important aspects which instantly appeared in our minds during the interview. On the
other hand, this type of interview in an informal setting allows the respondents to elaborate more
on any other interesting issue which they might consider important for our study. The reason
which motivates us for choosing semi-structured interviews over structured or unstructured
interviews is because the chosen type enables us to maintain the balance between the extremes of
structured and unstructured interviews. The semi-structured interview gives opportunity for both
interviewer and interviewee to have control of conversation during the interview. The
interviewer asks questions according to the selected themes of the study and the respondents
have also the opportunity to explain the questions in unstructured manner according to their
experiences and knowledge within the scope of the study (Bryman & Bell, 2007, p. 474).
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Considering these advantages and suitability for this study, semi-structured interviews were
conducted from respondents for the empirical evidence on the issues regarding
internationalization, networking, entrepreneurial skills and non-metropolitan constraints.
4.1.2 The Interview Guide
Found in appendix 1, the interview guide is designed on the basis of different themes that
surround the purpose of this thesis. It is formulated in a way that it covers all important aspects
of the study to investigate the phenomenon of internationalization of SMEs from a nonmetropolitan region. Considering that interview guide should reflect the theoretical framework,
we have kept this in mind and used four main themes (identified in theoretical framework) to
formulate the questions of interview guide. These include questions regarding: (a)
Internationalization of the firms (b) Constraints faced by firms operating in Non-metropolitan
region (i.e. North region of Sweden) (c) Networking relationships in pursuit of
internationalization from this region, and, (d) Entrepreneurial skills required for developing
networks and pursuing internationalization from periphery. The interview guide starts with
introductory questions related to the company and respondent itself so that we have a brief
overview about him before jumping to specific themes of investigation. The general and openended questions like, Could you please tell us about your company or could you please inform us
about your personal background and alike, allowed us to figure out the overall idea about the
company, its history, products and also the respondent’s role in the company and his prior
experience etc.
For developing our guide, we have taken into consideration all elements that are considered
necessary for conducting semi-structured interviews. For example, we have followed the
instructions laid down by Reysoo and Helden for development of interview guide which include:
selecting the topic; defining all aspects of the topic; formulating initial (open-ended) questions;
determining the kind of questions; determining the logical order of the topics/questions;
preparing the introduction and the end; and preparing the interview technical indications (Reysoo
& Helden, 2007, cited in Krauss et al., 2009, p.247). Moreover, after designing the interview
guide, it was practiced with some friends for checking the clarity and sense of the questions. The
interview guide was sent to respondents via email before conducting interviews with them,
which we believe would be helpful for respondents to prepare themselves in order to elaborate
more on questions designed in the interview guide in an appropriate manner. Sending interview
guide to respondents in advance could be criticized for getting static and pre-determined
answers, but we believe that it will give an overview to respondents to better understand the
theme of the study and prepare themselves accordingly. This is in line with Krauss et al. (2009,
p. 246) who argues that the interview guide gives an impression of efficiency and seriousness to
respondents regarding the interview. Thus respondents will do their homework which in turn will
be beneficial for the outcomes of the study.

4.2 Sampling Techniques Used for this Study
Generally there are two kinds of sampling used in case study research, known as probability and
non-probability sampling. Research suggests that non-probability sampling is mostly used in
qualitative case studies (cf. Merriam, 1988; Marshall, 1996) and we have also used the same.
There are several reasons for not employing random sampling in our study. For example, our
sample is a small sample consisting of five companies and eight respondents only which means
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that the sampling error of such a small sample is likely to be so large that biases are inevitable.
Also, we do not know the characteristics of the whole population of study, which is a prerequisite for true random sampling. In addition, choosing someone at random to answer a
qualitative question would mean stopping a pedestrian and asking him how entrepreneurs pursue
internationalization from a non-metropolitan region (c.f. Marshall, 1996, p.523). Therefore it is
necessary to choose someone who is a right person from a right company and more importantly,
productive for the study. In this context, we have purposively selected the companies and
respondents based on certain criteria (laid down in section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2). This is known as
judgmental sampling or purposive sampling or criterion based sampling (Remenyi et al., 1998)
which is used when the researcher wants to discover, understand and gain insight by selecting
sample from which he can learn the most (Marriam, 1988, p. 48). In our case, we have chosen
those high-tech firms which have already internationalized or are in process of
internationalization from a non-metropolitan location (we have elaborated more on this in
following section). Similarly, our respondents are either entrepreneurs/owners themselves or key
managers that are involved in international activities. Thus, we select the most suitable
companies and respondents who can best answer our research question. On the other hand, we
have also incorporated some form of convenience sampling in that we have selected accessible
subjects but main emphasis is on judgmental sampling however. It is normal to have both
simultaneously as Malhotra and Birks (1999, p.364) argue that judgmental sampling “is a form
of convenience sampling ... in which the researcher … chooses the elements to be included in the
sample because he or she believes that they are representative of the population of interest or
are otherwise appropriate.” Regarding convenience, we have selected three firms from Umeå,
one from stocksjö (a village nearby Umeå) and one from Luleå but as far as judgment sampling
is concerned, we have considered the defined criteria to select “most productive sample” to
answer our research question (Marshall, 1996, p. 523).
4.2.1 Selection Criteria for Case Companies
In order to investigate our research topic we have selected multiple case studies of five SMEs
located in Northern Sweden. As we have already discussed above that purposive non-probability
sampling is used for the selection of companies, the criteria for the selection of firms and reasons
behind that selection is as follows in table 6.
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Table 6: Selection Criteria for Case Firms
Criteria

Reasons Behind

The selected firms should come in the category of Our study is purely about internationalization of
SMEs (According to the definition mentioned in SMEs rather than big multinational corporations.
introduction chapter i.e. the firm employ fewer than
250 persons and which have an annual turnover not
exceeding 50 million euro, and/or an annual balance
sheet total not exceeding 43 million euro)
The selected firms should be located in non- Our research gap and aim of the study is to
metropolitan region (i.e. Northern Sweden)*
investigate the internationalization process about
SMEs located in non-metropolitan regions.
The selected firms should be internationalized or in Because
the
success
stories
of
already
the process of internationalization
internationalized firms, the unique peripheral
challenges they faced in the process of
internationalization and how and why they
internationalized will help us to investigate our
research problem.
The selected firms should be high-tech firms

We narrowed down our research topic by selecting
High-tech firms which have higher capacity of
internationalization compared to low tech firms.

*North Region of Sweden: We also find it important here that we give a brief overview about
the north region of Sweden and what does literature has to say about its peripheral nature. North
region of Sweden lies in those parts of Europe which are considered as peripheral in terms of
demographic, economical, educational and locational factors. Sourca (2007, p. 18) claims that
northern Finland, Norway and Sweden are peripheral owing to their exposure toward different
challenges regarding lack of innovative experts and higher education institutes as well as
geographically situated far away from the main markets. This results in low networking
accessibility and thus low cooperation with the world outside. Spiekermann and Neubauer (2002,
cited in Soursa, 2007, p. 18) however, highlight that as compared to other regions of Europe with
low networking accessibility, peripheral regions of Nordic countries are economically more
developed because, to a certain degree, national policies in education, innovation and R&D have
helped these regions to overcome some acute disadvantages of location. However, they are still
facing constraints which include: high travel costs to participate in European cooperation
activities, decreasing population as a result of migration to metropolitan cities and very less
number of research centers and higher educational institutes.
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Our case firms belong to three different areas
of northern Sweden – Umeå, Luleå and
Stöcksjö. Umeå and Stöcksjö are situated in
Västerbotten County whereas Luleå is
situated in Norrbotten County of Sweden.
The side figure illustrates their respective
places on the map (Northern part)
part). According
to Statistics Sweden (2005), the three
metropolitan areas is a grouping of
municipalities
around
Stockholm,
Gothenburg and Malmo. The cla
classification is
based on statistics on commuting and
movement between the central municipality
and surrounding municipalities.
Figure 6: Map of Northern Sweden
4.2.2 Selection Criteria for Respondents
Similarly criteria are laid down for the judgmental non
non-probability
probability sampling of respondents. The
following table 7 shows that criterion and the reasons for the selection of respondents from
selected firms.
Table 7: Selection Criteria for Respondents
Criteria

Reasons Behind

The selected respondent should have a key role in The respondent’s experiences and complete knowledge
the process of internationalization and decision about the firm is mandatory to answer the questions
making process
designed in the interview guide.
The selected respondent should be comfortable in Good command in English is important to share the
English
knowledge and experiences. The possible common
language between ours and respondent(s) is English, so
it is also the important criterion for selection of
respondent.

4.2.3 Research Sample Size
According to Marshall (1996, p. 523), an appropriate sample size for the qualitative research is
one that adequately answers the research question. We believe that information gathered after
conducting eight extensive interviews from five selected firms was good enough to answer our
research question. According to Saunders et al (2009, p. 235), the saturation of information is
fulfilled, if very little information is coming after certain interviews from respondents. After
conducting these interviews and gath
gathering information from brochures and booklets about the
firms, we believe that the saturation point of information was reached for the analysis of data.
data
Apart from broachers and booklets gathered from respondents, we have also used the
information available on the websites of the firms. The case study research allows us to use this
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data as well (Yin, 2003) in addition to the interview data for the analysis of the study. To some
extent, the time limitation also influences the sample size of the research which didn’t allow us
to search for more high-tech SMEs in Northern Sweden which are already internationalized or in
the process of internationalization.

4.3 Performing the Interviews
Considering the four criterion mentioned above, we contacted seven firms via email. The email
was sent to the companies by introducing ourselves and giving brief introduction about research
topic. Before contacting the firms, we thoroughly read their websites and searched other relevant
and basic information about the firms. Out of seven firms contacted we got response from five
firms and scheduled interviews with them according to their convenience. Out of these five
selected firms, we have conducted eight interviews for this study. According to our defined
criteria, we conducted interviews with the CEOs and managers of the firms who have complete
knowledge about the firm and have extensive experiences in the process of internationalization.
At the end of each interview with the CEO, we asked for any other relevant person for a second
interview in the same company. We got a positive response from three firms and thereof
conducted six interviews from three firms. CEOs of remaining two firms emphasized that they
had given us all the relevant information about their firms and hence nothing important could be
added from anyone else of the same firm.
We preferred to conduct face to face interview with all respondents of all firms because of the
advantages (non-verbal cues etc) it has over telephonic conversations. However, two respondents
from a firm in Luleå were not ready for it (at that time) because they were in the process of
shifting the production site from science park to their own at Luleå and were only available for a
telephonic interview. We believe that this does not have a negative effect as far as the
productivity is concerned. Researchers like Sturges and Hanrahan stress that there is no such
significant difference in both modes of interviews and telephonic interviews can also be used
productively in qualitative research (Sturges & Hanrahan, 2004, p. 107).
To ensure the preservation of data for the analysis of the study, we have recorded all interviews
and have written notes as well to capture any non-verbal cues and body language (especially in
face to face interviews). The audio recording of whole interviews allowed us to capture all major
and minor details which were later transcribed word by word. We perceive that all the
respondents were honest to answer the questions and thoroughly explained the phenomenon of
internationalization process of their firms in non-metropolitan regions. They showed great
interest in the topic and some of respondents also asked to send them final version of the thesis.
All the interviews were extensive and conducted in a good environment and the respondents
didn’t demonstrate rush to finish the interview early. The following table 8 shows the details
about interviews conducted.
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Table 8: Summary of the Interviews
Respondent Code

Company

Mode of interview

Seaflex AB

Current
Position
CEO

S1
O1

Oryx Simulations

CEO

Face to face

G1

Global Sun Engineering

CEO

Telephonic

G2

Global Sun Engineering

CFO

Telephonic

K1

Konftel AB

CEO

Face to Face

K2

Konftel AB

M1

Mittel AB

M2

Mittel AB

Sales Director Face to face
and VP
Marketing
Face to Face
Manager
Project
Face to Face
Manager

Face to face

4.4 Analysis Method
All the interviews conducted were recorded properly to capture the whole process of interviews.
Right after each interview, we transcribed the whole interviews using the same words to
maximize the exactness of the interview (Flick, 2006, p. 288). Though it was very time
consuming to transcribe all interviews in exactly same words, but it was important for the study
to ensure the exactness of the interviews. The transcribed material was sent to the respondents to
ensure the factual accuracy and reliability of the data. After transcription of the data, the
respondents are labeled with different alphabets on the basis of companies’ name such as O1 for
the respondent from Oryx and S1 for the respondent from Seaflex and so on. This coding and
labeling of respondents enabled us to easily quote the respondents while presenting empirical
data and analysis. According to Charmaz (2006, p. 43), coding means naming the segments of
data with a label which categorizes, summarizes and accounts for each piece of data. For
instance, we have conducted one interview from each of the first two case firms (shown in table
8) so we labeled S1 for the first firm and O1 for the second firm. And where we conducted two
interviews from the same firms such as Konftel, it is labeled as K1 and K2 and so on.
According to Gillham (2000), case studies should be analyzed according to the chronology,
coherent and the theory built-up for the issue which is investigated through case study. For this
study, we will do analysis according to the conceptual framework developed in the theory
chapter. The results from the empirical findings will be compared with the theories about
internationalization, entrepreneurial skills and networking shown in the theoretical framework
for the analysis. Considering the theoretical framework, certain data will be given focus for the
analysis and rest of irrelevant data may be ignored.
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5. EMPIRICAL FINDINGS
In this chapter, we present all the relevant data that has been gathered during our interview phase with
five case firms. Based on the theme of interview guide, this chapter is broken down in to several sections.
First it presents brief introduction of firms and respondents so that the reader gets a fair idea of firm’s
short history, its product, internationalization involvement and also about the interviewee background.
Afterwards, it touches the remaining themes of interview guide in a chronological order by first
addressing how internationalization is performed from north region of Sweden; then how the case firms
develop networks and networking relations with partner firms; and finally, it presents data that shows
what kind of entrepreneurial abilities are required to go global from this peripheral location.

5.1 Presentation of Case Firms
5.1.1 Seaflex AB
Seaflex AB is a small company of 10 employees that produces and sells a product also known by
the same name, Seaflex. This product is an environment friendly elastic mooring system that
secures pontoons and buoys or floating docks, resists corrosion and does not damage sensitive
ecosystems on the sea-bed as do traditional chain and pile systems. Seaflex uses advanced
technology that adjusts the moorings to self-regulate according to variations in water level. All
calculations regarding these variations, wind waves, current, depth, and, total air resistance are
processed through special software known as JFlex. The product was initially invented by Bertil
Brandt – the then father of present CEO Lars Brandt, in early 70s after finding a need during his
visit to a fishing harbor in Cannes. The first product was installed in 1975 and was patented in
1980. In 1987 the company was called as Ankomarina.
Seaflex AB is headquartered in a village Stöcksjö which is situated in the north of Sweden – a
non-metropolitan region. The company started its business “for real” when Lars Brandt quit his
prior job at IBM and joined Seaflex in 1999. However, an international sale to a Japanese
customer had already taken place in 1995 and when Lars stepped in completely, the foreign
involvement was noticeably increased. Today, there are several thousand Seaflex systems that
are being used all around in the world. The company has largely foreign sales with just 2% of
domestic proportion. Over a period of eight years, the company has increased its sales by an
average of 30 percent each year and doubled its staff. A maximum sale was recorded in the year
2007 which was reported as 25 million Swedish kronor.
Brief Introduction of Respondents (S1)
We interviewed Lars Brandt who is the owner and CEO of Seaflex. He has been involved with
this product since 1987 but took it as a hobby not a job until 1999 when he joined the company
as CEO. Before that he was working at IBM as a sales representative and was working part time
in Seaflex. He is educated mainly in IT, economics, law and SME management. He can speak
English, Swedish and to some extent Spanish.
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5.1.2 Oryx Simulations AB
Oryx Simulations AB is another small and medium sized firm with 60 employees and deals in
training simulators used for construction, drilling and mining, cranes, container handling and
forestry. The competence of product lies in its ‘real-time simulation’ capability where advanced
algorithms create machine movements and ‘machine integration’ expertise of integrating the
simulation software with the real machines control and control software. Another area of
expertise lies in both hydraulic and electric motion platforms which enable the users to train
themselves as if they are out there in the field driving the machine in real.
The company is located in Uminova science park Umeå which is also one of the northern cities
of Sweden. Oryx Simulations AB was formed in 1999 as an offspring from Umeå University and
today because of its close collaboration with university, partners, customers and Algoryx
Simulations AB (another spin-out from Umeå University) has delivered more than two hundred
systems worldwide. Oryx’s partners include world leading companies like VOLVO, HIAB,
Kalmar, TYA and Valmet. The company internationalized in the year of 2000. The total annual
sales is approximately 50 million Swedish kronor in which 90% roughly comes from exports.
Brief introduction of respondent (O1)
We interviewed Derny Häggström who has been CEO of Oryx Simulations AB since 1999 but a
few days before our interview was conducted, with the arrival of a new CEO, he started to focus
only on business development of the company. However, we take him as a CEO in our case
because he has served in this position for all of his tenure at Oryx. He also possesses previous
experience as a project manager and CEO in consultancy. He knows Swedish and English but
can understand some German and Spanish.
5.1.3 Global Sun Engineering (GSE)
Another high-tech small firm with 5 employees that we took as our case firm is Global Sun
Engineering (GSE). This company has developed a unique solar collector device that tracks
sunlight during the whole day and converts this solar energy into electricity and heat in a cost
effective manner. This product is used in all applications that require both electricity and heat
such as, residential and commercial buildings, off-grid solutions, heating swimming pools and
heating greenhouses in northern climates etc. Currently GSE does not sell any unit to private
persons for delivery before 2012 and offers few test-units only for commercial use and tests. Test
units are also delivered to those companies who have an intention to order certified units after
conducting tests.
The company was founded in Luleå – another part of Northern Sweden in May, 2007 by Björn
Eklov (CEO), Eric Setterqvist (CFO) and three other team members. The company was founded
with an intention to develop and commercialize an innovative solar collector system with a name
Matarenki Light which is demanded all over the world. In total there are six test units that have
been delivered in various stages of refinement since the start in 2007 with each prototype costing
about 3 million Swedish Kronor. It sold its first test unit internationally in 2008. The company
has spent four years in product development and making successful contacts with international
partners in Russia, Spain, India, Portugal and Germany. But any way, prototypes have been sold
to foreign markets in Finland and Germany.
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Brief introduction of respondents (G1 & G2)
CEO of GSE, Björn Eklov takes the coordinating role in all operational activities of the
company. He is the inventor behind the first approved patent of the company. He has worked in
Syria and Turkey before where he led several large construction projects for an oil exploration
company. He is a graduate from Luleå University of Technology in Masters of Science in
Engineering. He can handle a number of languages including Russian, Finnish, Swedish, English
and Spanish. He is also good at Arabic and Turkish.
CFO of GSE, Eric Setterqvist is also Chairman of the Board and one of the founder members of
the company. He works with mathematical modeling within R&D processes and pursued PhD
degree in solid mechanics at Luleå University of Technology where his research area was on
structural stability in aircraft engines. He holds a Master’s of Science degree from the same
university and his results from master’s thesis are also published in peer-reviewed scientific
journal proceedings of the American Mathematical Society. He does not have any prior working
experience abroad but he can speak Swedish, German and English languages.
5.1.4 Konftel AB
Konftel working with telephonic conferencing is also a high-tech but small company with 40
employees. Recently Konftel is bought by Avaya – a U.S. company that provides business
collaboration software and services. Konftel is known for its high definition audio collaboration
models ranging from units to hold small meetings to conference room meetings to large meetings
in lecture halls and auditoriums. The embedded OmniSound technology in all models offers the
benefit of enjoying superior sound and crystal clear telecom.
The company started in 1988 at Umeå (a city in northern Sweden) when a bank manager met
Peter Renkel – the present CEO while finding a good conference telephone solution. Peter with
John-Erik Eriksson – present acoustic designer worked on the technical development of the
product for first 10 years. Konftel started internationalization about ten years ago around 2000.
In words of CEO, the interviewee K1, “We did by the school book… We started with Sweden...
Norway ... Finland, Denmark. ….we went to Oman [also] ... but that was not a very good
decision... we tried to expand geographically so I think that’s a good thing because you have the
cultural challenges [which] definitely increase by the distance from your own country.”
Total annual sale is reported as approximately 108 million Swedish Kronor in which 67 percent
comes from international markets. Konftel has captured 75% and 30% Nordic and European
market respectively. The company before it was bought by Avaya has local offices in France,
Germany, UK and US.
Brief introduction of respondents (K1 & K2)
Our first interviewee is CEO, Peter Renkel who has got a technical background of being an
electrical consultant. He has a vast experience in running his own companies as he started his
first company in the age of 16 years and has run at least 30 companies so far. He is currently on
the board of six companies and advises them time to time for a faster development. He knows
Swedish and English.
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The second interviewee is Clarence Jacobson who is currently holding a position of Sales
Director and VP at Konftel. He has been working in Konftel since 16 years. He started as a
project manager for development of phones and also worked in production, R&D, procurement,
product management and marketing. He has a prior 6 years experience in a company where his
role was to find partners in different countries. He can speak English, Swedish and German.
5.1.5 Mittel AB
Mittel, which is our last case firm, comprises 15 employees. It deals in district energy
development projects which encompass both district heating and cooling, by improving the
technology used in both the new production and repair of current district energy pipes. Mittel
also works on wide-range system solutions for maintenance planning and precisely locating
damage in district energy networks by the use of alarm wires which employ TDR technology.
The use of ‘stateview system II’ provides a lightning-fast diagnoses to district energy pipe
networks. It includes a pulse echo meter with measurement card, software for managing
measurement data and an infrastructure for storing, sharing and backing up the data.
This company is also located at Umeå and it started its business in 1990 as a spin off from a
construction company BPA. The first international deal was made in 1999 with KWH in Finland.
Mittel established its offices in France and Poland when two students (from these countries
respectively) did a summer internship at the company and after gripping the technological knowhow represented it in their home countries. Now the company is represented by its partners in
Latvia, Poland, South Korea, Finland and France. The company has now around 60 million
Swedish Kronor as annual sales from which 16-20% turnover accounts from foreign sales.
Brief introduction of respondents (M1 & M2)
The first interview was done with Johan Sjostrom who is working as a project manager at Mittel
for two years. He has educated from University of Luleå with Masters of Science in Economics.
His previous work experience includes working with European projects within European Union.
He is good at speaking English, German and Swedish.
The second interview was done with David Appelblad, the son of CEO, currently working as a
marketing manager. He has been working in Mittel for 12 years and possesses no prior
experience. He speaks Swedish and English.
In the table below, we summarize the case firms with respect to their year of foundation and
internationalization and the number of employees they have. The table shows that first three
firms internationalized quickly after their establishment whereas the last two have taken
considerable time to internationalize. The table 9 also illustrates that in terms of number of
employees GSE is at the bottom with five employees and Oryx stands at the top with sixty
employees.
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Table 9: Summary of Case Firms
Sr. No.

Case Firm

Number of Founded
employees
10
1999

Year of
internationalization
1999

1

Seaflex AB

2

Oryx Simulations

60

1999

2000

3

5

2007

2008

4

Global Sun
Engineering (GSE)
Konftel AB

40

1988

2000

5

Mittel AB

15

1990

1999

5.2 Internationalization of SMEs from Non-Metropolitan Region
5.2.1 Drivers to Internationalize
It is important to know the reasons which have forced, stimulated or allowed these firms to
capture foreign markets from a non-metropolitan region. This is because it will enable us to
understand more clearly and see the whole picture of internationalization process observed from
a peripheral location.
One of the most common reasons to internationalize cited by all respondents is that the domestic
market is very small or mature for their product. As stated by the interviewee S1, “…it’s so
small, why try to get couple of projects from ten in Sweden when you can get couple of projects
from 200 internationally?” Similarly K2 expressed his views like, “…the domestic market is
small… Swedish market is by far the most mature market for this type of product… we have 70%
[market share] in Sweden.” On the same lines, M1 informs us, “…what we have seen in recent
years that development in district energy and district heating in Sweden … is reducing because
[for example] like here in Umeå, almost all the cities are already connected… so the market is
lowering in Sweden and we need new market to increase our volume.” An opportunity to expand
internationally was also marked, says M1, when KWH (World leading pipe manufacturing
company) wanted to upgrade its welding system and decided to use Mittel’s technology.
Discussions in our interview sessions also brought us to know some other interesting facts that
triggered the firms to cross their national boundaries. One of the interviewees says that our
product does not compete on price rather on technology, quality, longevity and environmental
favorability and Swedish market for this product competes only on price. “A lot of big projects
in Sweden are not private but governmental projects… public tenders are harder to compete in
because we don’t sell on price… [for public tenders] there is no other aspect [for example] to
[measure] longevity or how stable it is or how environmentally good it is, it’s least price only…
we sell on function, reliability and progress…private tenders [abroad] understand that they are
buying a marina that is [made] for a long time and it’s good to have low maintenance costs with
time… they look for life expectancy costs [which are good in long-term]” (Interviewee S1).
Sweden is known for its high taxes and having one of the largest public sectors in the world. For
example, in 2007 total tax revenue was 51.1% of GDP (www.globaltenders.com) which means
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that big public procurements override the private as public welfare (due to high tax collection
rate) is government’s responsibility. But it is also a fact, as indicated by S1 that government
tenders compete on price and do not know much about the technology, flexibility or other
dimensions of the product. Another aspect of Swedish market, as far as the case of GSE is
concerned, is about the climate of this country which does not support the functionality of this
unique product. Remember that this product (Matarenki Light) captures sunlight and converts it
into electricity and heat. “Because there is lack of sunlight in Sweden and it’s only possible to
produce sun energy in sunny climates… it’s like windmills. You always place the equipment
where you have more wind. Similarly, in our case the product is placed where you have more
sunlight… [and] also energy prices in Sweden are low in international perspective and that is
really not good for solar energy because solar energy products have higher prices compared to
Swedish energy prices. So we have to go to markets where we have… higher energy price… for
instance, Italy, France, Spain and so on which have the right combination.” (Interviewee G1).
Therefore it could be assumed that apart from the political system, climate of Sweden overall
might be one of the factors that urge smaller firms to operate in international markets.
During our discussion with interviewee O1, we were informed that entrepreneurial spirit and
attitude toward internationalization counts a lot for a company to go global, which we present in
section 5.4. Talking about his organization’s business model we were informed that Oryx’s
international presence is tied with the presence of its partners that are all big multinational
companies operating all over the world “We are one of the frontier companies in technology but
our business model is to sell the products together with our partners… [We are] kind of …
following them… if VOLVO is there, we are there, if Atlas Copco is there, we are there too, and
so on.”
Summarizing, it is found that our case firms have internationalized because of low demand of
market, greater opportunities available in overseas markets, political and climate conditions of
the country and the entrepreneurial drive itself upon which other factors seem to rest on. Lastly,
entrepreneurial talent to create a need for his product to large multinational countries also allows
him to go beyond domestic boundaries.
5.2.2 Internationalizing from Non-Metropolitan Region
Given that we want to study the firms internationalizing from Non-metropolitan regions which in
our case are taken from north region of Sweden, we have tried to probe deep into what kind of
hindrances small firms in their due process of internationalization face from this location. We
have observed that one of the major challenges that was mentioned by almost all of the firms was
lack of financial resources. Different interviewees expressed it like:
“We are not facing shortage of [technical] people here… but lack of financial resources. I think
it is easier to finance your company if you are in big cities like Stockholm, Malmo or Gothenburg
because there you have more local capital which is aimed at high-tech companies. Here in North
of Sweden, unfortunately we do not have the same tradition as [it is] in Stockholm or Silicon
Valley [in context of] establishing high-tech companies with new products… for example,… in
Silicon Valley, people know the tradition of building companies from scratch. So the challenge
lies in where in the world are you located… so this is a real problem here in north of Sweden”
(Interviewee G1). This comment proves that being located in non-metropolitan regions like north
of Sweden means being sited away from the reach of good investors. Investors would also like to
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put their financial stake in those firms only which either operate from core markets or at least
situated in a close proximity to them. Also most of business investors are assumed to be found in
regions where there are large numbers of firms so that they can diversify their investment
portfolio and hedge against bad financial times. On the other hand, peripheral regions have only
few firms and investors might not even know these firms - so far away from them.
“Only one thing that is capitalization and financing… obviously if we would have other financial
injections, we would have easily doubled the turnover a year… our expansion was about 30% to
35% a year [which is] only done by our own money… financing is the only problem or
constraint” (Interviewee S1). This financing problem has always been an issue of concern for
smaller firms in general, but it might be more pronounced in non-metropolitan regions
particularly when the entrepreneurs have to search for locally injected financial investments.
Similar views were held by M1, K2 and M2 who mentioned lack of internal resources. For
example K2 asserts, “We are still a small company privately held in Umeå and its about… how
do you find money to invest because it costs you money to hire sales people and do the
marketing”
In contrast to G1 whose firm is able to find and hire skilled/technical employees from the same
location as most of its team members are from Luleå University of Technology, K1 is facing
problem to hire marketing personnel, although they have a unique pool of competent technical
staff. In reply to our question regarding difficulty to hire people locally, he asserts, “That could
be a challenge if you are hiring people here locally. I just hired a new marketing director and he
is living in Stockholm and flies every weekend on Monday [to Umeå] and home on Friday. [this
is] because there are limited number of people who have that kind of experience here locally.”
On the same issue interviewee O1 adds up that although they can easily hire young people
coming directly from university and who are ambitious to work with interesting product, they do
face difficulty to hire experienced management people. In his own words, “…experienced people
are harder to find in non-metropolitan areas, absolutely! … [sometimes] we find one or two…
they might be from Umeå originally [but] being out working internationally let’s say for five or
ten years and then they want to return to their home town… on the other hand in metropolitan
areas people change very often also. They go from one work to another and so on. [luckily] we
have a possibility here that if someone likes the job here in Oryx one stays here” (Interviewee
O1). The same fact is highlighted by K1 in this fashion:
“… normally they move to big cities [or] abroad, and then when they are between 33–35 with
one or two kids… they want to move home…, perfect! They have 5 or 6 years of experience, …
done with all things they need to do, travelling and all that kind of stuff. And they come home,
buy home, perfect! So many of those are very loyal for company, perfect! … we always look for
them… so when we advertise… address them really… in newspapers… it’s time for you to come
home…” (Interviewee K1). These comments bring our attention to assume that north region of
Sweden does not seem to have scarcity of technically skilled labor as it is available from two
universities that operate in this region. However, as far as experienced management or marketing
people are concerned, firms have to look for alternatives because these skills seem to be scant
here. Additionally, they have to look and wait for people who are returning home after gaining
experience from abroad.
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On probing more about the specific location of firm, majority of respondents said that they were
very far away from the main markets which itself is a big disadvantage of this location. For
instance G1, G2 and K2 emphasized that they are far away from the rest of the world and it is
very important to be near to their partners. Some also suggested having offices near main
markets abroad to get closer to end customer in future. They also thank modern communications
like internet etc which have actually decreased distances; however physical presence was
emphasized by everyone. O1 updated us that if they wanted to go international purely on their
own (without riding on shoulders of partners), it would have been more complicated rather worst
to be located in a non-metropolitan area. They are present here because they have international
partners who carry them in other countries but off course that incurs extra cost also.
Regarding non-availability of an international airport in the region and the attached time and cost
of travelling to other countries, all respondents agreed that although it is a constraint but does not
affect the business in real sense. O1 articulates like, “…you know being in Stockholm is one hour
closer to the market; it’s 2000 SEK also… off course best thing is to be in the same town with
international airport but … if you are in London, you can have an hour to the airport there also
because of traffic. Here we have rather reliable connection… close to 20 flight connections a
day.” According to S1, “When I go out visiting people, I have to fly to Stockholm and often
atleast wait there for three hours, so it’s [like] another four extra hours for me before I take the
train to somewhere else… but if I go to US or China, it’s almost same for me to go from Umeå to
somewhere in U.S.” Comparable statement was made by M1, “I mean the communications are
so good, it’s 50 minutes by air to Stockholm and I don’t think so [it’s a big constraint].” The
interviewee K1 made an equal emphasis, “… if I have been living in a Southern part of
Stockholm, travelling up to Arlanda takes longer time than for me to take… from my home to
airport [which makes] less than one hour to Arlanda.”
Another common view that was put forward by majority of respondents was that people from
non-metropolitan region are loyal, hardworking, trustworthy and well-trained for the technical
jobs. Because they have less room to choose from a number of companies they stay with the
starting company for a longer period of time and also because their family is here with them. In
this connection G2 asserts, “People are very loyal, well educated and trustworthy.” K2 in a
similar fashion says, “…people here in this location have been very loyal. They stay with the
company for a longer time and in big cities people have so many offers, so they leave.”
Regarding quality and cost of life in this region, it is easy here, says G1, “life outside the
company is easy, you can live near your working place. It is not like Stockholm where you have
to be on subways and trains for two hours per day… prices of apartments are also high, so I
think life here in northern Sweden is easier and people have more energy at work also.” We also
noted from the responses of interviewees that they have to pay less salary to their employees in
this location. It is clearly said by interviewee O1, “…you could say the salaries are lower here…
because they are normally higher in bigger cities.” Adding up another interviewee said, “[If I
have to move to Stockholm] then I have a challenge [regarding] all the engineers because then
they have hundreds of different companies to go, so I have to pay them more, but now they don’t
have any alternatives in Umeå.” (Interviewee K1). As talked above, the technical skills like
engineering could be found from the universities but as far as the management and marketing
skills, north region of Sweden seems to be devoid of them.
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Northern region was interpreted differently by different interviewees. According to K1, “…the
profile Umeå has… few companies which are technically oriented. We should have at least 10 or
15 more [so that] we can let the people rotate between the companies and help each other. But
now they normally [have to] move away from home… [to spend] couple of years in Stockholm or
internationally… and then they take the job… and stay there. Because they don’t move around...
risk is too high and you get into problem. That’s a disadvantage of [this] location.” On the other
hand, M1 emphasizes on incurrence of low cost to keep staff and quality of life and a place
where people can work an extra hour instead of commuting. G2 diverts our attention toward the
natural beauty and the climate that attracts visitors to this region. S1 further adds to it by saying,
“…and then on top of that being in Northern Sweden, it is little bit more exotic… northern light,
snow and moose… it is a bit exotic for everybody. So obviously we need to take opportunity that
is coupled to this area.”
Summarizing, we can state that non-metropolitan regions pose threats and challenges on one
hand, but also provide SMEs with certain benefits on the other. The main constraints are
financial, skilled non-technical labor, distance from main markets, less economies of scales and
travelling cost and time to some extent. The benefits include having loyal employees with less
room to switch jobs and the salary structure that is lower in this region. Other important aspects
that could be taken advantage of by the companies are the quality and ease of life in this region
and the special exotic and attracting climate.

5.3 Developing Networks and Networking Relations from Countryside
As SMEs are considered to rely on different network partners, it is assumed that the importance
of networks and developing networking relation with other players is key sustenance to
international growth. All respondents understand how important it is to network with others, for
instance, “partnering with other companies is the only way to overcome challenges of lying in a
non-metropolitan region… we cannot sell from Luleå, we need distributors and partners who
can help sell our products in myriad of distant markets” says G2. The interviewee S1
exemplifies it in these words, “… if you look at china for instance… if you don’t have a good
network… you cannot do any sale there. They first look at your networks, then you as a person
and third comes the product. They don’t even speak to you if you don’t have a good network. Our
guy representing us there… [has] a huge network… his business card… you see that he is
shaking hands with new president of china…Chinese [businessmen] don’t ask if he knows
anyone else when he meets them.” He further exemplifies that good relationship with other
players like engineers further builds up the network. For instance, the engineers who worked
with Seaflex in Dubai market are now in China, Africa and India and they are constantly
followed because they are the ones who support the idea and concept of Seaflex and bring in
more relationships. These comments from G2 and S1 show that both personal networks of
employees and formal networks between firms are important. In his words, “… it is not [much
about] education neither technical skills nor experience, I mean it’s just pure networking… so I
started to think about relationship and networking.” According to K1, “because we saw that
they [partners] have knowledge, they have channels to the market, so we can use [benefit from]
them.” On the same lines, the interviewee O1 emphasizes the importance of big networking
players by saying, “…[imagine] the reliability and confidence that clients can feel when they see
VOLVO logo and Atlas Copco logo [of] the global organizations, that’s very important… for the
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moment we are trying to establish even better relationship with our partners and ever closer
relationship.”
One of the important ways to establish networking is to maintain a good link between
universities and the firms, emphasize all the respondents. Everyone stressed the outcome
students put in the success of these companies and creating new ways helping firms to develop
networks all around the world. The interviewee M2 expresses this in the following way:
“… we had two guys from Umeå University… one from France and one from Poland. Since they
worked whole summer with our technology and tried to understand our company… they were
focusing on how they should develop our company internationally. [therefore] we have used
those guys in both Polish and French markets since they talk [respective] languages… better in
English [also]… [and]they know the technology… we have established offices in France and
Poland with them… off course networks [play] a big part for smaller companies.” We have also
observed that respondents are not satisfied with Swedish government’s policy to stop free
education for international students. Having international students means having international
contacts for a broader networking circle. Our empirics indicate as if policy makers have ignored
this important aspect of networking by not doing a thorough cost and benefit analysis regarding
free education. Similarly, other respondents emphasized the importance of University and
students for developing networks as below:
“We were able to contact solar cell supplier through a professor at Lund University who bought
our prototype. We are cooperating with Lund University and other institutes regarding test units
and research and development activities” (Interviewee G1)
“…we have students, we try to be very open toward both economical and technical side of
university. We had similar interviews before and then they [students] come home [go home, if
international students] and start in a company and phone us five year later. Hey I was a student
here… so that is part of network” (Interviewee K1)
“… we are trying to hire new people with fresh blood, then also visits from students like you that
come and say that why are you doing like that? So we need that as an input… so we are not too
single tracked.” (Interviewee K2)
“… keep in mind that we are here in Umeå because of the competence at Umeå University in
real time simulation. You have to be closer to this competence.” (Interviewee O1)
“ if there is no university in Norbotten and Vasterbotten, it will be a complete darkness in this
region” (Interviewee G2)
As mentioned above that networks act as sustenance for smaller firms to internationalize from
periphery, here we are given information about the role of university for developing networks.
University’s link with industry seems to be even more important for firms located in nonmetropolitan regions. This might be because of several reasons: Due to less number of firms and
limited networking opportunities available one could think of utilizing university’s researchers or
professors to extend networking relations to other businesses and firms abroad. Presence of
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university in a non-metropolitan region is a blessing for smaller firms in terms of developing
both local and international contacts. Local students after completing their study might start their
own companies in the neighborhood of small firms which once engaged these students in a
project, internship or research work – thus developing networks. Same wise, international
students when they return to home might start their business there and there could be many
chances of an international network with them as it was in case of Mittel.
Apart from building networks via university and students, all the interviewed firms are members
of other institutions which provide them with useful information about other potential partners to
broaden the circle of their networks. For example, GSE met representatives of Swedish Trade
Council in 2007 who showed them the real potential in foreign markets like Spain, Italy,
Australia and USA and before that they were not aware of. Similarly Mittel is a member of
Chamber of Commerce in Umeå and Swedish district heating association, SweHeat (this is an
organization which tries to internationalize Swedish know-how and technology specifically in
the field of district energy). One of its board members is also from Uminova (business incubator
with Umeå University).
All the five firms unanimously emphasized that exhibitions are one of the main medias to
establish networking partnerships and they identify their potential partners via global exhibitions.
The interviewee K2 exemplified it by saying, “…exhibition is really important,… for example,
Germany exhibition was really important in the 90s to be there to display a good product… then
right people will come to us and we could establish contacts and many of our contacts have
come from there.” Apart from exhibitions S1 and G2 emphasized the power of print and
electronic media which brings in valuable players. The former mentioned the main magazine in
this market “Marina World” where they have full page advertisement and the later about the use
of internet and their homepage.
In response to our questions regarding the most useful way/custom of establishing and
maintaining relations with potential and existing partners respectively, majority of respondents
painted the same picture by answering: through informal networking. K1 in this regard goes on
to say, “…for example, we had a discussion with Plantronics – big American company that sells
head sets. When we [had to] go to new country we asked them, “who do you have in Turkey for
example”… they said, “Yeah we have worked with [so and so]”… then we asked next big
company [same question]. After a while we have a kind of good view on how to do that [contact
new partners in Turkey]… and as I said [before] industry is small. When you have been in a
couple of fairs together, you have talked a lot, or you eat a dinner together and drink beer and so
on, then you get into this informal networking.” M1 also stressed on the importance of informal
networking, whereas, O1 emphasized that they begin with informal networking which eventually
transforms into formal agreements. He comments on it like, “informal contacts absolutely and
then later on you have to establish written agreements and business cooperation agreements or
alike. So it gets more formal but definitely, purely informal contacts…, even up to a certain
revenue level, even up to level of…may be 3 to 4 or 5 million SEK a year still on informal
level…but on the other hand, you have to have a formal contract, a formal relationship and
externally visible relationship in order to make the business expand.” When the same question
was asked from respondents of GSE, they informed us that they had spent first 4 years only on
developing networks with key players and improving the technical side of their product
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development. Now that they will launch their commercial units, they have all information about
the distributors, suppliers and customers etc. The interviewee G1 in his words conveys it like
this, “…customers who have bought our products are typically the universities and research
institutes and we are getting feedback from them regarding measurement and so on which we
use in product development… usually we get contacts from our homepage, for instance,
university in Finland was interested in our product and bought one from us… we have letter of
intent with our distributors but at the moment no formal agreements with them… but we are
thinking to get into formal cooperation with them probably in next year when we will finalize our
commercial product.” So in case of GSE, it is sort of formal networking – potential partners
contacting them via their website.
Summarizing, the empirics emphasize developing networks and networking relations with other
companies, individuals and universities. Both Personal and firms contacts are very important.
Involvement of university researchers and students further extend the networks both locally and
internationally. Global exhibitions and use of ICT services also provide great opportunities to
develop networks.

5.4 Required Entrepreneurial Abilities to Internationalize from a Periphery
We already mentioned in section 5.1 that entrepreneurial spirit plays a pushing role behind other
motives to internationalize. Therefore enquiring which kind of entrepreneurial spirit, talent or
ability is required to internationalize from a non-metropolitan location is necessary and important
at the same time. Some of the interviewees talked about a particular mind-set that is developed
and reliant on a particular region over time. As discussed above about the comparison of
tradition of business between Silicon Valley and north region of Sweden by G1, interviewee O1
specifically talks about the mindset that actually prepares you to go international. “…MINDSET! If you are in Silicon Valley in California, everybody is exporting; everybody is working all
over the world. Here you have to think about….it took me two or three years to realize that I
must go global. Of course when the market is too small, [you have] small projects, [and] small
money that’s a problem… [I] took some while to understand that the solution is to export.” He
further goes on to say that it was his personal ambition that actually triggered him to go to
international markets. Similar motives were observed from interviewee S1 who is of view that
nothing is impossible and differences between various countries do not restrict entrepreneurs to
go abroad unless and until they confine themselves in a close shell of their domestic market only.
According to him, “…during those first years [I] tried to find international customers because
Sweden is so small and I think it is stupid that if you have a product that everyone else can use
and you only sell it in this little area… because we have an international possible product, it
doesn’t matter if it’s sold in Spain, Norway or China… the whole world is our market!” Some of
the respondents noticed from their observation that local businesses have huge potential to work
at an international level but they don’t do so, which is questionable and is largely dependent on
the narrow mind-set of entrepreneurs. K2 in this regard pointed out, “I think some local
companies here have great ideas but they are only working in Sweden or Scandinavia… there
are many such companies… may be they are afraid [or]… hesitant of what will happen, may be
they are content that we have enough money and we don’t need more… fat and happy
basically.”
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The respondents also highlighted the importance of composition of team without which it is not
possible to do the business successfully across boundaries. As the business expands more
employees skilled in different fields like marketing, accounting and management etc are needed.
The interviewee O1 reflected this by saying that now they have hired a CFO and looking forward
to hire a Technology Transfer Officer and few other skilled employees in management and sales
and marketing departments. K2 emphasized that it is more team work because one person or one
entrepreneur doesn’t have all those skills required to run a fast growing international company
that is becoming bigger and bigger day by day. G1 also figured out that because now they have
developed the technology, it is urgent for them to hire marketing managers who can quickly take
their business all over the world. The synchronization of entrepreneur’s mind with that of team
members also matter in a small company particularly when it is about going international says
S1. In his own words, “I used to have … an export manager and he was [from] school of old
theoretical approach of internationalization called Uppsala Model and I hate that. I mean it’s
old fashioned! The new world is so far from what it is… so that is why we always had quarrels…
[He] retired but that was a bad thing. We would have been much further if he would not have
been so narrow-minded. He was part of the side that we should not enter in china with an active
approach two years ago. If we had done that… we would have you know financed it as well. it
was just stupid to hold back. So the Uppsala model you throw that away.”
Different views were put forward when we asked about the importance of formal university
education from the respondents. Some said that it was necessary if the product is technical in
nature like K1 has a background of engineering. Similarly, G2 is also an engineering graduate.
However, with education, one should have other skills like being open-minded (S1), honest,
passionate and driven (K2), social (G2) and sufficiently experienced (M1).
On being probed, what kind of skills are necessary for internationalization, most of the
respondents indicated that social skills are of utmost importance as far as expanding business
internationally is concerned. In this context K1 replied, “Social, social and social, and then
technical and economical… it’s mainly social networking… [and]… attitude… when you come to
local county, it’s more of your attitude. If you have right attitude… you are little bit open minded
and ask… you get a lot of help from local people.” G2 strongly agrees that social skills are very
important but since they are quite few in numbers at the moment and their full potential is being
consumed on the technical side of the product, they had not enough time for that. O1 says that
you cannot just talk about simulators, you must be able to switch to Golf, Tennis, politics etc and
discuss something else than your own offer, otherwise you will be looked upon as a nerd. Having
the ability to keep personal contacts was also considered necessary for networking and
internationalizing. K1 adds up, “We approach quite big companies in each country which are
normally telecom distributors and they have thousands of brand names, so it means you have to
be little bit different and then we tried to do that by very personal or tried to be close to the
product manager or CEO or whatever [to prove that] we are different not just businessoriented.” Equal emphasis was made by respondent O1:
“…we have a global reputation, we are doing well in simulators and I am the founder of the
company. I often get a possibility to discuss with others… so personal relationship is absolutely
most important part of our work. I have an example in this week, my colleague had several
meetings yesterday night with Volvo people in France… went out, may be ate something, took a
beer something like that. So he definitely has a personal relationship with Volvo France. So with
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a growing company, more and more people are involved in social part of relationship. From the
beginning it was more or less me personally. Today we are at least 8 to 10 guys working with
creating [social] relationships.” (Interviewee O1). Here we again find a great emphasis of our
respondents upon the personal and social skill which is required to establish network contacts.
Not only the entrepreneurs but also his team members who are involved in international activities
need to take advantage of any opportunity that can open a door to develop a personal relationship
with others.
Among the four CEOs that have been interviewed, most of them do not possess an international
experience before founding their own (present) companies. This means that their entire
international experience has come from the current companies that they are running presently.
However, as we have mentioned in “brief introduction of respondents” above that all of them
have previous local experience. For example, K1 has run almost 30 companies so far and is
currently on the board of 6 companies. O1 has a good experience in consultancy business; S1
was the most notable IBM sales guy. However, G2 possess international experience of working
in Syria and Turkey in field of construction and oil exploration.
Summarizing, along with other skills, an entrepreneur with his firm located in a nonmetropolitan region needs to have a unique skills-set of being globally oriented, socially adept,
expert in team selection and possessing great deal of prior industrial know-how. If he has
university degree and prior international experience, he is in the best position to take his firm
abroad.
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6. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, we aim to answer the research question by analyzing the empirical findings that were
presented in the last chapter. To recollect, our research question is: How do entrepreneurs
internationalize their firms located in a non-metropolitan region by developing networking relationships?
Since internationalization of firms is being investigated under the context of non-metropolitan region,
therefore we start by the analytical discussion of how this phenomenon is observed by the case firms and
what kind of challenges they are faced with. Then we discuss how networking relations are established
from this region and lastly what kind of entrepreneurial ability is required to develop these relations and
eventually enter the foreign markets. This systematic layout not only achieves the purpose of this study
but also allows the reader to easily follow our pedagogical design articulated in 5th chapter –Empirical
findings. Finally this chapter concludes with a graphical presentation of our conceptual framework which
answers the research question posted above.

6.1 Internationalization of SMEs from Non-Metropolitan Region
The first objective of this study is to explore how small firms are involved in international
activities from non-metropolitan region. In chapter 3, we have reviewed general theories
pertaining to SMEs’ internationalization process (section 3.1) and characteristics of nonmetropolitan region and associated constraints (section 3.4). In this section, based on our
interviews, we aim to analyze our empirical findings by comparing them with literature review
and different theories that generally talk about the standing of small firms in non-metropolitan
region.
6.1.1 Internationalization Approach Followed by Case Firms
An in-depth analysis of how the five case-firms internationalized their activities shows that two
of the firms followed the traditional approach called Uppsala model of internationalization,
whereas, the other two were born globals. The international involvement of last firm is entirely
dependent on partners’ presence in global markets. Therefore, it is considered as a follower of
contingency approach of internationalization. Table 10 illustrates the firm’s adoption of
internationalization approach in words of respective respondents.
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Table 10: Traditional, Born Global or Contingency Approaches
Interviewees Transcript Excerpt
K1

“We did by the school book… We started with Sweden... Norway ... Finland, Denmark. ….we went
to Oman [also] ... but that was not a very good decision... we tried to expand geographically so I
think that’s a good thing because you have the cultural challenges [which] definitely increase by the
distance from your own country.”

M1

“It has been very gradual process… the first international deal was [done] in 1999 and that was
with KWH in Finland”

S1
“I used to have … an export manager and he was [from] school of old theoretical approach of
internationalization called Uppsala Model and I hate that. I mean it’s old fashioned! The new world
is so far from what it is… so that is why we always had quarrels… If we had done that (entered
China)… we would have [been much further] and... you know [we’d have] financed it as well. it was
just stupid to hold back. So the Uppsala model you throw that away.”

O1

“… Our business model is to sell the products together with our partners… [We are] kind of …
following them… if VOLVO is there, we are there, if Atlas Copco is there, we are there too, and so
on.”

The two of the firms namely Konftel and Mittel took considerable time of 12 years and 9 years,
respectively, to expand to foreign markets. If we analyze, it is apparent that Konftel has purely
followed the “psychic distance” pattern of Uppsala model of Internationalization (Johanson &
Vahlne, 1990, p. 11-12) which presumes that firms enter those markets first that are culturally,
politically and geographically proximate to the home markets and which could be most easily
understood in these terms. Similarly, Mittel’s internationalization process has been very gradual
and it started from its home market and entered another Nordic country which is similar and
closer to Sweden’s culture. We can also observe that it expanded to France and Poland only after
training the two guys which originally belong to these two countries and understand the
respective market, culture and politics.
The next two firms namely Seaflex and GSE are born-globals. S1 seems to be a big critique to
Uppsala model and takes it as a big hurdle toward rapid internationalization. According to him,
“the whole world is our market” and traditional approach to internationalization is no more
appropriate in today’s business. This is in line with critics fired at traditional model by a number
of scholars who assert that this model is too deterministic, individualistic, situation specific and
does not reflect the features of internationalization patterns of small high-tech firms that do not
follow stage approaches (see Reid, 1983; Wu & Zhao, 2007; Keeble et al., 1998 etc). GSE also
sold its test units to foreign countries (year 2008) instantly after its inception in 2007 and up till
now six prototypes have been delivered to various institutes. It very well lies in the category of
born global firms that show rapid progress to internationalization within a period of
approximately three years from its domestic establishment (Knight & Cavusgil, 2004, p. 124).
The last firm – Oryx that internationalized in the second year of its foundation however could
ride to those international markets only where its partners carry it to – a concept known as
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piggybacking. For example if Volvo enters a new international market, it will take Oryx along
with it. In other words, its international involvement is contingent upon the international
involvement of its partners; hence it also follows the contingency model which asserts that firm’s
internationalization is contingent on response of certain situational factors (Fletcher, 2011, p.
253). According to Terpstra and Yu (1990, p. 53-55) piggybacking is beneficial to both parties.
The small firm relies on it to take advantage of large firm’s knowledge and distribution channels
in foreign country and the large firm is in need of small firm’s product to expand its business.
Therefore piggybacking can be said as the fastest road to reach international markets.
6.1.2 Reasons to Internationalize
Pertaining to what factors motivated the firms to internationalize, it is clear that the domestic
market could not facilitate the growth of these companies owing to its limited capacity or
saturated state. It is also observed that one of the firms has a unique product that could only be
exploited in markets where there is more sunlight and fewer clouds conditioned with another
requirement of having solar energy prices lower than energy prices, which to a large extent, is
not feasible as far as Swedish market is concerned. As we also discussed above that one of our
case firms rides at the back of carrier firms which are world leading multinationals, therefore it’s
international participation is associated with carrier firm’s selection of foreign markets. The
below table 11 portrays different factors that forced, helped or motivated the firms to go global.
Table 11: Motives behind internationalizing
Interviewees Transcript Excerpt
K2

“…the domestic market is small… Swedish market is by far the most mature market for this type of
product…”

M1

“… So the market is lowering in Sweden and we need new market to increase our volume.”

S1

“…it’s so small, why try to get couple of projects from ten in Sweden when you can get couple of
projects from 200 internationally?”… “[for public tenders] there is no other aspect [for example] to
[measure] longevity or how stable it is or how environmentally good it is, it’s least price only…”
“...whole world is our market”

O1

G1

“… Our business model is to sell the products together with our partners… [We are] kind of …
following them… if VOLVO is there, we are there, if Atlas Copco is there, we are there too, and so
on.”
“… It’s like windmills. You always place the equipment where you have more wind. Similarly, in our
case the product is placed where you have more sunlight… solar energy products have higher prices
compared to Swedish energy prices. So we have to go to markets where we have… higher energy
price…”

Regarding market saturation (K2), increasing volume of sales (M1) and exploiting a unique
product (G1), there have been tremendous amount of theories that link these factors to foreign
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expansion (e.g., Leonidou et al., 2007, p. 735). We have also talked above about piggybacking
and how does it support the smaller firms to internationalize quickly (see Terpstra & Yu, 1990,
p. 53- 55). On the other hand, we have observed that some products are valued only in foreign
markets because international buyers look for quality, long-life, robustness and minimum
maintenance costs attached with the product, whereas the domestic customers compete only on
price as in case of Seaflex’s product. Therefore, low demand in home market induces the firms to
find new markets abroad which put a fair value on the quality and demanded features of the
product. This also stands shoulder to shoulder with GSE’s product which has a high demand in
foreign markets where solar energy prices are lower than electricity prices.
6.1.3 Constraints Faced Due to Location of Firm
Lack of financial resources: Our empirical analysis shows that the foremost constraint that is
faced because of firm’s location in a non-metropolitan region is lack of financial resources. The
table 12 below is a quick snapshot of few responses encountered during our interview phase.

Table 12: Financial Constraints
Interviewees Transcript Excerpt
G1

“… but lack of financial resources. I think it is easier to finance your company if you are in big cities
like Stockholm, Malmo or Gothenburg because there you have more local capital which is aimed at
high-tech companies. Here in North of Sweden, unfortunately we do not have the same tradition as
[it is] in Stockholm or Silicon Valley [in context of] establishing high-tech companies with new
products… for example,… in Silicon Valley, people know the tradition of building companies from
scratch. So the challenge lies in where in the world are you located… so this is a real problem here in
north of Sweden”

S1

“Only one thing that is capitalization and financing… obviously if we would have other financial
injections, we would have easily doubled the turnover a year… financing is the only problem or
constraint”

K2

“We are still a small company privately held in Umeå and its about… how do you find money to
invest because it costs you money to hire sales people and do the marketing”

Revisiting theories put forward by different scholars who agree that for a smaller company
financial capital has always been a problem in general (eg., Karlsen et al., 2003; Dolereux et al.,
2007 etc), we have recognized that our studied firms are confronted with financing problem in
particular. This is because of location disadvantage. It is obvious from above excerpt that being
situated in Stockholm, Malmo or Gothenburg is advantageous especially if the firm is high tech.
The firms that belong to regions that are non-metropolitan or far away from the core areas find it
very hard to stumble across potential investors and most of them are self-financed without any
support from external investors. This is the major hindrance that firms face. On contrary, if they
have external financial injections they could have attained higher turnover and growth.
Companies like GSE which are purely technology-oriented are at the forefront of such a risk
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because as mentioned by G1 it depends largely on the location of the firm. Therefore, being
situated in the north of Sweden, the biggest hurdle is to accumulate funds and investments which
are necessary for firm’s international growth.
Scarcity of non-technical skilled labor: Another hurdle that limits majority of small and
medium sized firms to grow from a non-metropolitan region relates to availability of experienced
people, particularly marketing professionals, who are not as conveniently available as they are in
a metropolitan region. Table 13 illustrates this constraint and also highlights how some of the
firms make up to meet this deficiency from North of Sweden.
Table 13: Shortage of skilled labor
Interviewees Transcript Excerpt
K1

“... I just hired a new marketing director and he is living in Stockholm and flies every weekend on
Monday [to Umeå] and home on Friday. [this is] because there are limited number of people who
have that kind of experience here locally.”

O1

“…experienced people are harder to find in non-metropolitan areas, absolutely! … [sometimes] we
find one or two… they might be from Umeå originally [but] being out working internationally let’s
say for five or ten years and then they want to return to their home town…”

G1

“We are not facing shortage of [technical] people here… but lack of financial resources.”

K1

“… normally they move to big cities [or] abroad, and then when they are between 33–35 with one or
two kids… they want to move home…, perfect! They have 5 or 6 years of experience, … done with
all things they need to do, travelling and all that kind of stuff. And they come home, buy home,
perfect! So many of those are very loyal for company, perfect! … we always look for them… so when
we advertise… address them really… in newspapers… it’s time for you to come home…”

An in-depth analysis reveals that scarcity of qualified non-technical labor is a real problem in
north region of Sweden. Although extant literature talks a lot about scarcity of skilled labor in
non-metropolitan areas but it does not segregate these skills into technological and nontechnological skills. Our empirics do that by indicating that marketing skills seem to be more
problematic than technological skills. As it is clear from excerpt above that firms face difficulty
to hire experienced marketing professionals and some have to hire them from metropolitan cities
like Stockholm. It can be argued that commuting time and effort not only decrease employee’s
efficiency or productivity level but also increases the risk (for the company) to either lose him
given that there are more alternatives available to him in Stockholm or incur loss in his absence
due to illness etc and finding no substitute for him in Umeå. These risks can be related to
Konftel’s case whose marketing director – hired from Stockholm flies every weekend to Umeå
and then back to Stockholm. On the other hand the technological skills are easily available. For
example, GSE’s all staff members (5 employees) are technology specialists that have arrived
from the university but it is still looking for a marketing manager who can expand their business
concept world-wide. Oryx on other hand is also faced with a similar scenario. Therefore it could
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be speculated that because of university’s presence in a non-metropolitan region, some of firms
(Oryx and GSE for instance) are spin-outs from university’s technical departments and hence
they already have these skills. The only problem lies with experienced marketing or management
professional employees. What is interesting, however, is to note that these firms try their best to
find these scarce employees (experienced and qualified) from the local territory to eliminate or at
least minimize the risks mentioned above. They are up to date with all the statistics of this region
which enables them to figure out catching the right employee for the needed job. For example,
Oryx and Konftel are well aware of the fact that local people who previously migrated to
Stockholm, Malmo, Gothenburg or abroad have to come back to their towns because of family
ties etc. Therefore, they don’t miss an opportunity addressing them in advertisements specifically
or locating them by using other contacts and network relations.
Political and Climate Situation: An in-depth analysis of empirical data also suggests that few
firms have internationalize based on the political and climatic condition prevailing in the region.
This factor is also not discussed in literature. If we compare Seaflex with GSE, we come to know
that the former is not happy with the dominance of public procurements over private and for the
latter the natural climate does not support the functionality of its product. These factors are not
specific to region but Sweden as a whole. The Swedish Public Procurement Act (2011) shows
that the annual value of public tenders are estimated to be around SEK 500 billion which
indicates a great amount of public projects as compared to private. Furthermore, the award
criteria is ‘price’ only which carries a risk of downplaying important consideration regarding
flexibility, quality and other attributes of the product (Lundvall et al., 2008, p.27) as indicated by
S1. On the other hand, the unique product of GSE requires more sunlight to transform it to
energy and the geographical location of Sweden is such that it occupies less sun energy.
Therefore, political and climatic conditions of a country are also push factors for going abroad.
Far away from main markets: Our empirics have recognized another disadvantage of being
present in a non-metropolitan region. It suggests that when a firm is far away from the main
market – customers, partners etc, it becomes difficult to establish and retain good relations with
in networks. This is probably because face to face interactions uphold the level of trust and
confidence of doing business with a particular firm. Moreover, intense face to face dealings
stimulate knowledge exchange and knowledge creation (see Bjerke & Karlsson, 2009, p.4) but
non-metropolitan regions are located far away from core areas and main markets (Suorsa, 2007).
Therefore in person meetings or contacts are not possible so frequently. We have also seen that
firms in north region are fully utilizing the broad band internet facility which has eliminated the
distance to some extent. The home page (website) of a company has become a must to do
business internationally. All the case firms use this tool to expand their business, for example,
GSE entirely uses its homepage to invite potential partners. Oryx and Seaflex have uploaded
videos on their websites to explain their product concept in the best way possible and Konftel
and Mittel have all relevant information posted on their homepages. The contemporary regional
development theories assert that rapid technological change in the field of ICT and gigantic
growth of internet and e-commerce (Copus, 2001, p. 544) has changed the business nature of
non-metropolitan SMEs. However, despite gaining benefit of internet and communication
mediums, all the respondents emphasized on physical presence in the main markets, while some
intend to establish offices there to get closer to end customers and other partners.
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Travelling cost and time: One of the characteristics of non-metropolitan region is that it does
not host an international airport and thus not well connected with international markets (see
Bjerke & Karlsson, 2009, p.4). Since North region of Sweden hosts only local airports, we came
to know that although it is a constraint when travelling on business meetings etc to abroad, it
does not, however, consumes significant amount of resources - money and time. Therefore, the
causal elements of non-metropolitan region that are related to increased transport and travel cost
and time (Copus, 2001, p. 540) do not affect the firms of this region to a very large extent. Table
14 illustrates that firms consider it as a low to medium type constraint. For instance, O1 indicates
that being in Stockholm is advantageous because it makes you closer by one hour to main
markets and also saves 2000 SEK for each trip. This means the more frequently you travel, the
more time and money you lose. For certain international flights you might have to wait at
Stockholm airport for several more hours if the local flight from Umeå or Luleå is scheduled to
arrive several hours prior to departure of international flight from Arlanda airport, Stockholm.
Table 14: Travelling Cost and Time
Interviewees Transcript Excerpt
O1

”... you know being in Stockholm is one hour closer to the market; it’s 2000 SEK also… off course
best thing is to be in the same town with international airport but … if you are in London, you can
have an hour to the airport there also because of traffic...”

S1

“When I go out visiting people, I have to fly to Stockholm and often atleast wait there for three hours,
so it’s [like] another four extra hours for me before I take the train to somewhere else… but if I go to
US or China, it’s almost same for me to go from Umeå to somewhere in U.S.”

M1

“I mean the communications are so good, it’s 50 minutes by air to Stockholm and I don’t think so
[it’s a big constraint].”

K1

“… if I have been living in a Southern part of Stockholm, travelling up to Arlanda takes longer time
than for me to take… from my home to airport [which makes] less than one hour to Arlanda.”

On the other hand, the travelling constraint is minimized to some extent when comparison of
metropolitan cities like London or Stockholm is made with cities of north region of Sweden,
keeping other things as constant.
Absence of agglomeration advantages: Revisiting literature review in section 3.4 and based on
theories about agglomeration of economies, it could be argued that non-metropolitan regions are
barren in terms of reaping the fruits of agglomeration economies. Johnson (2001; p. 34)
emphasizes that closer proximity of firm to other firms, diverse labor force, specialized suppliers
and high quality public services gives it an advantage of economies of scale. This means that
when firms have greater specialization of labor and multiple competing suppliers, their
production cost per unit drastically declines over a long run. Also transportation and transaction
costs are notably reduced because of convenient interaction between suppliers and customers
located nearby (Malmberg et al., 2000, p. 305). Our empirical analysis also depicts the issue
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related to agglomeration disadvantage as interviewee K1 highlights that there are only few
technically oriented companies present in Umeå and put emphasis on the need to have at least 10
or 15 more. Similarly, the interviewee G1 stressed on location disadvantage that north Sweden,
unfortunately, does not have the tradition to facilitate high-tech firms as other metropolitan cities
of the world do. This means that the second element of causal group i.e., absence of
agglomerative advantage (see Copus, 2001, p. 540) plays its role in northern part of Sweden.
6.1.4 Positive Aspects of Being Located in a Non-metropolitan Region
So far we have analyzed the main drawbacks that are associated with non-metropolitan status of
small and medium sized firms. However, during our interview sessions it has been revealed that
there are certain positive aspects that are predominantly enjoyed by SMEs present in nonmetropolitan regions. We have broadly classified them into following categories: loyal and
hardworking employees; low paid and easily retained employees, easy life and exotic climate of
this region. These are emerging categories which are not emphatically addressed in SMEs
internationalization literature and are brought forward by our empirical findings. These
categories solely relate to SMEs operating in non-metropolitan regions in general and north
region of Sweden in particular. Small businesses that want to pursue internationalization from a
non-metropolitan region should consider these advantages also when they count for the
constraints and limitations of periphery. Table 15 demonstrates some quotes taken from
empirical data explaining these categories.

Table 15: Positive Aspects of Having a Non-Metropolitan Stature
Interviewees Transcript Excerpt
O1

… on the other hand in metropolitan areas people change very often also. They go from one work to
another and so on. [luckily] we have a possibility here that if someone likes the job here in Oryx one
stays here”

G2

“…people here in this location have been very loyal. They stay with the company for a longer time
and in big cities people have so many offers, so they leave.”

S1

“…you could say the salaries are lower here… they are normally higher in bigger cities.”

K1

“[If I have to move to Stockholm] then I have a challenge [regarding] all the engineers because then
they have hundreds of different companies to go, so I have to pay them more, but now they don’t have
any alternatives in Umeå.”

G1

“life outside the company is easy, you can live near your working place. It is not like Stockholm
where you have to be on subways and trains for two hours per day… prices of apartments are also
high, so I think life here in northern Sweden is easier and people have more energy at work also.”

S1

“…and then on top of that being in Northern Sweden, it is little bit more exotic… northern light,
snow and moose… it is a bit exotic for everybody. So obviously we need to take opportunity that is
coupled to this area.”
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Loyal and hardworking employees: A thorough analysis of empirics brings us to understand
that usually employees in a non-metropolitan region like North region of Sweden tend to be loyal
and hardworking. One reason could be that they have less room to switch to other companies in
the same region because of scarcity of available alternatives whereas employees in bigger cities
have possibility to switch their jobs when they want to. Another reason could be that when
employees come back home after working abroad for several years, they come back to settle
down in their home town permanently along with the family. Therefore they tend to be more
loyal, efficient and hard hardworking as a lay-off would mean far-off from home and family.
Low paid and easily retained employees: It is noticed that the firms have to pay less salaries to
their employees in non-metropolitan regions. This could be also because of reasons cited above
that employees have no alternative for another job and they want to stay with the company for a
very long time. Thus it is advantageous for the firms that they have employees who are loyal,
hardworking, less paid as compared to ones in metropolitan regions and are easily retained by the
firms over a long run.
Easy life: It is also revealed that there are fewer hassles in non-metropolitan regions as
compared to their counterparts. Quality of life is remarkable and cost of living is affordable.
Employees live near the working place and don’t waste their energies travelling on subways and
train like in metropolitan regions and thus stay fresh and utilize this saved energy at work place.
Therefore they are able to work an extra hour instead of commuting. This is in turn beneficial for
the firms as their employees are content with the living standard, associated costs with it and
possess more energy which increases their productivity level. Hence advantageous for the firms.
Exotic climate: Last but not the least, non-metropolitan regions are often blessed with natural
beauty. Northern Sweden becomes exotic with the natural gifts of northern lights, snow and
solitary animals. Small businesses here need to take advantage of opportunities that are tied with
natural beauty of this region.

6.2 Establishment of Networks
This section aims to answer the second objective of this study and that is about how
internationalization is done by developing networks with other key players. Section 3.2 in
theoretical framework was devoted to discuss different theories that generally address networks
and different types of developing networking relations. Here we analyze the empirical data
gathered through interviewing the case firms in North region of Sweden and compare it with
different theories.
Importance of Networking: A thorough analysis of empirics dictates that networking plays the
role of a backbone for the international small firms. Without networks, it is simply impossible
for a firm present in non-metropolitan region to overcome the constraints tied with its peripheral
location, limited resources and lack of knowledge. Through networks small firms are able to
globalize their operations. Table 16 below illustrates a quick snapshot of quotes that explain the
vital significance of networks.
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Table 16: Importance of Networks
Interviewees Transcript Excerpt
G2

“partnering with other companies is the only way to overcome challenges of lying in a nonmetropolitan region… we cannot sell from Luleå, we need distributors and partners who can help sell
our products in myriad of distant markets”

S1

“… if you look at china for instance… if you don’t have a good network… you cannot do any sale
there. They first look at your networks, then you as a person and third comes the product. They don’t
even speak to you if you don’t have a good network. Our guy representing us there… [has] a huge
network… his business card… you see that he is shaking hands with new president of
china…Chinese [businessmen] don’t ask if he knows anyone else when he meets them.”

K1

“because we saw that they [partners] have knowledge, they have channels to the market, so we can
use [benefit from] them.”

O1

“…[imagine] the reliability and confidence that clients can feel when they see VOLVO logo and Atlas
Copco logo [of] the global organizations, that’s very important… for the moment we are trying to
establish even better relationship with our partners and ever closer relationship.”

S1

“… it is not [much about] education neither technical skills nor experience, I mean it’s just pure
networking… so I started to think about relationship and networking.”

When a company located at countryside with handful of employees wants to sell its product in
foreign markets, it definitely needs a good network of partners which not only help the firm in
selling the product but also provide constant feedback from the end customers of that country.
This will help the company to continuously improve the product and gain competitive advantage.
The partners provide the firm with knowledge of foreign markets, customers and competitors
which the firm cannot be able to obtain on its own. Therefore, networks help the firm to acquire
knowledge, exploit new opportunities and take advantage from synergistic effect of pooled
resources with other actors in business network (see Chetty & Blankenburg-Holm, 2000, p. 77).
Moreover, we have noticed that most important part of networks relates to its strength. If a firm
is able to have a big and strong network with world leading multinationals or with
powerful/influential people of the world, peripheral and other constraints will faint or diminish
on their own. For example, Oryx has partners like Volvo, Atlas Copco, HIAB, ABB and Valmet
Komatsu Forest etc which are most renowned global organizations with reliable products. Oryx
does not need to do anything for promotion of its products in foreign countries than to just
establish a closer and trustworthy relationship with its partners. Similarly, as in case of Seaflex,
demonstration of good relation with some influential personality is self-evident of a good
business and strong network especially in a context where network status comes first before the
product.
Thus in light of above discussion, we have noticed that international success of firm located in
non-metropolitan regions is entirely dependent on its networking ability and particularly if it has
developed a strong network with influential people and dominant companies of the world.
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Role of University in Developing Networks: Undeniably, if a non-metropolitan region owns at
least one or two universities, firms in that particular region do not need to worry much about
their international participation and networking. They should rather be concerned about how to
create a useful and beneficial link with the competencies that a university can provide. Table 17
puts light on what respondents said about the importance of university in their region. It should
be noted that north region of Sweden has one university at Norbotten province i.e., Luleå
University of Technology, and one at Vasterbotten i.e., Umeå University.

Table 17: University’s Role in Developing Networks
Interviewees Transcript Excerpt
G2
O1

“ if there is no university in Norbotten and Vasterbotten, it will be a complete darkness in this
region”
“… keep in mind that we are here in Umeå because of the competence at Umeå University in real
time simulation. You have to be closer to this competence.”

G1

“We were able to contact solar cell supplier through a professor at Lund University who bought our
prototype. We are cooperating with Lund University and other institutes regarding test units and
research and development activities”

K1

“… We had similar interviews before and then they [students] come home [go home, if international
students] and start in a company and phone us five year later. Hey I was a student here… so that is
part of network…”
“I am really upset about the Swedish policy of stopping the free education for international
students... I am really upset about that because the network that we were building by having you here
locally, why go to Umeå? Because it’s free! So to be able to interact to Swedish students and Swedish
companies worth three times the amount that it cost to do that, so I think it was not a wise decision.”

M2

“… we had two guys from Umeå University… one from France and one from Poland… they were
focusing on how they should develop our company internationally… we have established offices in
France and Poland with them… off course networks [play] a big part for smaller companies.”

As it is clear from quotes above that without university this region was a total darkness. Firms
are only present in this region because of university and majority of technical firms are spin-outs
from universities. For instance, Oryx depends entirely on Umeå University’s competence
whereas GSE’s all employees are graduates from Luleå University of Technology. Both are
located at the science parks which act as seed-beds of innovation and bridge the industry with
research available at university to enhance the competitiveness and innovativeness of firms
located there (Squicciarini , 2009, p. 186). At this point we can argue that while talking about the
technical competence that firms acquire from universities, extant literature also needs to address
the ignored issue of how faculty members and students play a role in internationalization of
SMEs – basically by extending the network. For example, GSE was able to find its supplier
through a professor at Lund University. It is mainly through universities that GSE gets feedback
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on its prototypes. Similarly, both local as well as international students help the firms to develop
their networks not only in Sweden but across the world. It can be exemplified by Mittel where
two students from Umeå University did summer internship and went back to their homelands
(France and Poland) and established Mittel’s offices there, thus extending the network
internationally. They might develop this network further by contacting other companies and
partners – web of relationships (Johanson & Vahlne, 2009). Similarly the input of students in
development of networks is confirmed by Konftel. It is continuously developing its network as
more and more alumni of Umeå University are either establishing their own businesses or
promoting Konftel brand with current employers just because they once did their research project
with Konftel and know what it is. Thus cooperating and maintaining a good link with university
provides not only technical competencies but a broader international network.
It is also important to mention the role played by international students and the government’s
policy regarding free education of non-EU students. The fee implication will not allow the same
number of students to come to Umeå or other non-metropolitan areas which own universities
because the education is no more free now. A general view is that if students have to pay fee to
universities in Sweden then why not they better go to Australia, UK, US, Canada or other
English speaking countries where chances to find part time jobs are brighter than in Sweden
(mainly because of language barrier in Sweden). Even if the government has introduced
scholarship programs (that only include students from 12 developing countries
(www.studyinsweden.se) and leaving the rest), it not only limits the number of students from
these countries to come to Sweden but also restricts students of other non-EU countries which all
together can help small firms to expand their networks.
Therefore, as a result of this study, it can be argued that while discussing university innovation
support systems and incubators and how firms can get help with financing patents business plans
etc, the social and professional networks that students and faculty members have internationally
should also be discussed. That is to say that international and networking dimension should be
further developed and integrated in these systems. For example the trippel helix models which
leverage the expertise of university, industry and government to facilitate novel systems for
innovation and creativity should also include the international dimension that is developed
further with the help of students and faculty members. Firms, faculty and students are involved
in many different networks that can be pooled together to further develop the business
internationally.
Membership with other institutions: Our empirical data also recognizes that firms acquire
needed information about foreign markets and potential partners by taking membership of other
institutes. For example, membership with Swedish Trade Council helped GSE to realize the
available potential in Spain, Italy, Australia and USA. Mittel’s membership with SweHeat –
Swedish district heating association, provides it with technical knowledge of district energy and
how it can internationalize it. Therefore, based on the nature of company, it should find the right
membership with relevant associations which might help it with international expansion. These
institutions also develop networks.
Exhibitions and Tradeshows: Mostly the firms are able to defeat peripheral and knowledge
constraints by establishing networks through global exhibitions and tradeshows. Findings of
Evers and Knight (2008) accentuate that tradeshows contribute to establish and enhance SMEs
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networks. It is obvious with Konftel’s presence in an exhibition held at Germany that proved to
be very fruitful as it was able to develop network relations with a number of useful partners.
These exhibitions and tradeshows serve as temporary hubs that create and disseminate
knowledge and regardless of what stage of internationalization a firm is at; they act as important
accelerators of small firm’s internationalization (ibid, p. 555-556). Therefore firms located in
non-metropolitan region must utilize these exhibitions to collect knowledge about foreign
markets by leveraging potential and current network ties.
Network Types: Based on the empirical data (few quotes in table below), we have found that
the respondent firms basically utilize three forms of networks. Two of them are widely known in
literature – informal and formal networks while the third one is coined by us based on empirical
evidence – incessant snowball network. This type of network uses the same concept of snowball
in which one network contact acts as referral to second, second to third and so on. Therefore it is
a continuous process and expands with the number of referrals, hence named as incessant
snowball network.
Table 18: Different Types of Networks
Interviewees Transcript Excerpt
K1

“…for example, we had a discussion with Plantronics – big American company that sells head sets.
When we [had to] go to new country we asked them, “who do you have in Turkey for example”…
they said, “Yeah we have worked with [so and so]”… then we asked next big company [same
question]...”
”...When you have been in a couple of fairs together, you have talked a lot, or you eat a dinner
together and drink beer and so on, then you get into this informal networking.”

O1

“informal contacts absolutely and then later on you have to establish written agreements and
business cooperation agreements or alike. So it gets more formal but definitely, purely informal
contacts…, even up to a certain revenue level, even up to level of…may be 3 to 4 or 5 million SEK a
year still on informal level…but on the other hand, you have to have a formal contract, a formal
relationship and externally visible relationship in order to make the business expand.”

G1

“ … usually we get contacts from our homepage, for instance, university in Finland was interested
in our product and bought one from us… we have letter of intent with our distributors but at the
moment no formal agreements with them… but we are thinking to get into formal cooperation with
them probably in next year when we will finalize our commercial product.”

If we analyze, we find that informal networks are kind of social networks where interpersonal
relationships are very important. The socializing activities like meetings at exhibitions or fairs,
dining or taking beer together, and playing golf or chess etc bring individuals closer to each other
in terms of emotional attachment and interpersonal trust. This emotional closeness builds up the
level of trust and confidence which facilitate exchange of reliable and ready-made information (a
two-way flow) among international oriented SMEs (see Musteen et al., 2010, p.198). On the
other hand, it is quite obvious from empirical findings that social and informal networks must be
backed up with an externally visible relationship in form of contracts and agreements. This takes
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us to business network perspective where formal relationships are continually established,
maintained, and developed to provide satisfactory economic returns (see Slotte-Kock &
Covellio, 2009, p.44). These economic exchanges are formal and commercial in nature (Evers &
O’Gorman, 2011, p.553). Our empirical findings also dictate us that business networks can be
both vertical and horizontal as suggested by Evers and O’Gorman (see Table 4). The vertical
networks include relationship with clients, suppliers and distributors etc whereas in horizontal
networks firms are linked with Swedish Trade Council, Umeå University and Luleå University,
and, other support and promotion agencies.
We also argue that firms utilize incessant snowball networks to continually escalate their
international development and growth. This kind of network might set the organization to
embark into myriad of international markets and possibly attract partnerships with other firms
and big multinationals. Taking example of Konftel, it is observed that before entering new
foreign markets, all available information about the potential partner/s in that particular market is
gathered from already existing partner/s. By taking the next reference from preceding contact
ensures that both new parties hold certain level of trust that is present because of the linkage with
third party. In case of Seaflex, main engineers and distributors in Marina world act as referrals to
new clients and partners, thus enhancing the networking chain much further. For example, a
customer who wants to build a marina is advised by the engineer to contact those pontoon
manufacturers who use only Seaflex. These engineers work in projects all over the world and
because they know the function, quality and other attributes of Seaflex very well, they
recommend it in new markets also. To exemplify, engineers who worked with Seaflex in Dubai
are now referring it to new clients and distributors in China, India and Africa etc. Similarly,
biggest distributors in the world like Marinatech in Europe, Helix mooring in U.S., Livart in
China, Atra Marinas in Spain and so on, all have a focused strategy to sell only Seaflex. In this
way engineers, distributors and other big companies and clients all refer new clients and partners
to Seaflex and vice versa. Thus a chain of relationship develops overtime which doesn’t stop and
grows like a snowing ball.

6.3 Required Entrepreneurial Competence and Ability
At this stage, we are going to answer the last part of our research question that addresses the
entrepreneurial abilities that act as a force behind the phenomenon of internationalization from a
periphery. After analyzing and discussing this part, we will be able to completely answer our
research question “How do entrepreneurs internationalize their firms located in a nonmetropolitan region by developing networking relationships?” as internationalization from nonmetropolitan region and developing networking relationships is already covered in the preceding
two sections.
Global Mindset: By analyzing our empirical results, we can state that internationally oriented
attitude of an entrepreneur is a must qualification for him as far as international involvement of
his/her firm is concerned. Table 19 exhibits few quotes regarding this attitude.
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Table 19: Global Mind-Set
Interviewees Transcript Excerpt
O1

“…MIND-SET! If you are in Silicon Valley in California, everybody is exporting; everybody is
working all over the world. Here you have to think about….it took me two or three years to realize
that I must go global. Of course when the market is too small, [you have] small projects, [and] small
money that’s a problem… [I] took some while to understand that the solution is to export.”

S1

“… I think it is stupid that if you have a product that everyone else can use and you only sell it in
this little area… because we have an international possible product, it doesn’t matter if it’s sold in
Spain, Norway or China… the whole world is our market!”

K2

“I think some local companies here have great ideas but they are only working in Sweden or
Scandinavia… there are many such companies… may be they are afraid [or]… hesitant of what will
happen, may be they are content that we have enough money and we don’t need more… fat and
happy basically.”

Particularly if the firm is located in a non-metropolitan region where the tradition of starting and
expanding businesses is not like as it is in Silicon Valley or other metropolitan cities, it entirely
depends upon how the entrepreneur’s mental modes are tuned toward internationalization.
Because decision making in smaller firms is usually done by one or few individuals, Chetty and
Campbell-Hunt (2003, p. 814) emphasize that the mental modes of entrepreneurs are the biggest
hurdles to internationalization if they are not open or lack international vision. Sometimes
entrepreneurs restrict their minds to operate only in domestic markets and don’t initiate to take
risk going abroad. They need to refresh their mind-set and realize that the whole world is their
market as rightly said by S1. We can also argue that these are actually mental modes that work
behind the decision of either following traditional or born-global models. Those following the
former will only be able to scan opportunities in few (closer) markets based on calculated risk
but the latter has got the whole world to screen out the most suitable opportunities for a rapid
growth. With risk comes return! It is obvious by example of Seaflex where mental modes of
CEO and the export manager differ from each other in terms of adopting international approach.
Similarly, as pointed by K2 that many firms restrict their operations in local markets or few
countries, despite having great ideas and huge potential, just because they are afraid, hesitant or
do not want to expand more illustrate that the mental horizon or international vision of
entrepreneurs is not broader in scope. It becomes even more important for entrepreneurs working
from periphery to tap resources, corner global opportunities and use distance as an opening to
create and introduce new products to foreign markets or current products which are new to
overseas markets (Isenberg, 2008, p.108-110)
Social Skills: As we have discussed about informal and social networks in previous section, we
argue here that formation of these personal networks are dependent on the ability of
entrepreneurs or other individuals to socialize with potential partners. We present few extracts
from our empirical findings in table 20 below regarding the importance of social skills.
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Table 20: Social Skills
Interviewees Transcript Excerpt
K1

“Social, social and social, and then technical and economical… it’s mainly social networking…
[and]… attitude… when you come to local county, it’s more of your attitude. If you have right
attitude… you are little bit open minded and ask… you get a lot of help from local people.”
“We approach quite big companies in each country which are normally telecom distributors and
they have thousands of brand names, so it means you have to be little bit different and then we tried
to do that by very personal or tried to be close to the product manager or CEO or whatever [to prove
that] we are different not just business-oriented.”

O1

“… I am the founder of the company. I often get a possibility to discuss with others… so personal
relationship is absolutely most important part of our work. I have an example in this week, my
colleague had several meetings yesterday night with Volvo people in France… went out, may be ate
something, took a beer something like that. So he definitely has a personal relationship with Volvo
France.”

Based on our empirical observations it can be argued that social skills are of utmost importance
to building alliances and networks with other firms. In fact networking relations start from a
personal or social contact with each other. Smaller companies due to lack of resources always
look for right partners to take advantage of their experience and knowledge in foreign markets.
This argument is in line with BarNir and Smith (2002, p.221) who emphasize that entrepreneur’s
ability to find contacts and develop social networks provide means for both identifying
opportunities in foreign markets as well as facilitating the utilization of needed resources. That is
why K1 stresses to keep more personal and social contact with CEOs or other influential
managers of big companies as they work with thousands of similar players. The only way to win
their attention and hence outcompeting rivals in getting contracts is to prove these big companies
that you are not only business-oriented but also different from competitors. Showing that you are
different requires that you have the ability to make strong social ties and personal contacts with
relevant individuals. The claim of being judged as different, social and wise, is also supported by
O1 who emphasizes that only talking about business offers and not switching to other topics like
politics, golf or tennis makes you looked upon as a nerd. You must have the social skill to
communicate, express and get closer to the concerned contacts. He highlights the importance of
personal relationship further by giving example of his colleague who happened to meet
concerned employees of Volvo France recently. During this visit he utilized his social and
interpersonal skills to take advantage of being with them at certain informal occasions. Here
comes the role of good interpersonal communication and know-how of foreign languages as
language is the main medium to establish rapport with others. Our empirical analysis discloses
that all the respondents are proficient with at least one international language (English) while
majority speak two or more international languages. Proficiency in foreign languages and good
communication skills enable entrepreneurs to socialize quickly with potential contacts abroad
(Leonidou et al., 2007).
Team Formation Skills: An in-depth analysis of empirical findings also reveals that
entrepreneur’s ability to compose a dynamic and effective team is also very important. As the
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firm starts to grow internationally, new members must be taken in to perform the specialized
roles in marketing, accounting, management and operations of the company. In this regard, K2
emphasized that one person or one entrepreneur does not have all those skills required to run a
fast growing international company that is becoming bigger day by day. Therefore it is necessary
to hire new skilled team members who can play their respective specialized roles. This is in line
with Sandberg’s speculation that entrepreneurs need to compose a team which can “fill the gaps”
left in his qualification, experience and other competencies (Sandberg, 1992, p. 86). This could
be one of the reasons that GSE requires services of a marketing manager now as they are done
with the technical side of product development. Oryx also wants to hire a Technology Transfer
officer and few other skilled employees in management and sales department. On the other hand,
just hiring new managers does not suffice the purpose if they are not mentally attuned with the
entrepreneur. For example, Seaflex suffered great loss when export manager left the company
because of his different approach toward internationalization than S1. Therefore it can be argued
that for strategic decisions, the mental make-up of team members should be flexible enough to
give space to disparate views and synchronize with each other. For that reason, the entrepreneur
should also possess the ability to judge a prospective member concerning his right mental
aptitude.
University Education and Prior Experience: Regarding the competence of having a formal
university degree and prior international experience our empirical findings show mixed results.
Though everyone acknowledged the importance of a university degree yet claim that its
utilization on sales/marketing side is minimal, however, on technical side like engineering etc it
is a must. Much emphasis was paid on other characteristics like having an open mind, social
skill-set, passion and sufficient experience that if wrapped with a formal degree would result in
greater success. However, we can argue that having a professional degree polishes these abilities
in entrepreneurs as different scholars state that an entrepreneur with professional degree is
considered more ‘outward looking’ and open-minded to explore foreign markets than
entrepreneurs without it (e.g., Kundu & Katz, 2003, p.31). Furthermore, educational background
is an important variable linked with soft skills such as problem solving abilities, autonomy,
creativity and self-confidence, and that entrepreneurs with good education learn about markets
and recognize business opportunities faster than others (see Cooper et al., 1994; Shane &
Venkataraman, 2000). As stated by K1 that formal education does matter if you are in
engineering or technical field but it does not matter in terms of sales. We also see that all
employees of GSE including the CEO are university graduates because in phase of product
development technical education becomes a must. On the other hand, S1 indicates that he has a
formal education in Economics but he doesn’t think if he has used any of it for his company
here. According to him, if education makes you narrow-minded and restricts you to develop with
new possibilities and opportunities, it is better not having it. His export manager was a strict
follower of school book model (Uppsala model) of internationalization and according to S1 one
should be open minded in his approach. However it can be argued that formal education of S1
might have played an invisible role broadening his mental scope and becoming open-minded.
The empirical analysis also demonstrates that possession of previous experience does matter a
lot. However, it is not necessary to have international experience but off course it is an added
advantage if the entrepreneur owns it. We have observed that only CEO of GSE has prior
international experience but on the other hand, all respondents were involved in international
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business only after joining the present company. Nevertheless, they possess a great deal of local
professional experience before running the present firms. For example, K1 has run almost 30
companies so far and is currently on the board of 6 companies. O1 has a good experience in
consultancy business and S1 was the most notable IBM sales guy. Therefore it can be argued that
previous experience is necessary and prior international experience might add value that help
firms internationalize.
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7 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This chapter is tailored to present a clear synopsis of research findings discussed in previous chapter
which will directly respond to research question and consequently achieve the purpose of this study.
Before concluding, discussing theoretical/practical contributions and recommendations for future
research, this chapter will also portray the research outcomes in a conceptual model.

7.1 Main Research Findings
The study was carried out to investigate how small firms in non-metropolitan regions
internationalize; what kind of entrepreneurial talent and competencies work behind the success
of this phenomenon; and how entrepreneurs manage to develop networks from such locations. In
order to fulfill these objectives, a qualitative study was conducted in north region of Sweden by
having eight extensive interview sessions with suitable respondents of five SMEs.
Based on the analysis of our empirical findings, we have come to know that:
√ The entrepreneurs who run a small firm in non-metropolitan region must possess: global
mind-set, social skills, team formation skills and prior industry experience. These are bare
minimum requirements that qualify him for entering global markets. Having prior
international experience and university education is considered more advantageous.
√ SMEs in a non-metropolitan region can follow any approach to internationalization – BornGlobal, Traditional or Contingency, based on entrepreneur’s mental built-up, nature of
product and its demand in foreign markets, and, types of networking partners.
√ Firms need to develop all kinds of network – informal, formal and incessant snowball.
Informal, social or personal networks give rise to incessant snowball and formal business
networks. Therefore, entrepreneur’s social and interpersonal skills play a major role in
establishing networks. Networking partners can be found and made: during global
exhibitions and trade shows; by taking membership of institutes like National Trade Council
or National Chamber of Commerce etc.; and, utilizing the Information and Communication
Technology (ICT), for instance operating company’s website in an effective manner and
inviting potential partners. Besides, the role of university faculty and students is very
important to enlarge the network in multiple countries. Therefore dynamic interaction
between firms and university actors give rise to a broader network and international contacts.
√ Being situated in non-metropolitan regions is not a curse. At one hand, if they are coupled
with constraints, on the other, they provide exclusive advantages over their counterparts.
Employees in these regions are more loyal, hardworking, less paid and easily retained.
Moreover, life is easy and natural beauty and climate is unique. Therefore, entrepreneurs
should exploit these opportunities as metropolitan regions are usually devoid of such
characteristics.
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√ The entrepreneurs should understand the challenges and constraints tied with the peripheral
location but should not take them as something cutting their feathers altogether to fly to
distant markets. For example, lack of financial resources, scarcity of non-technological
experienced professionals, distance from main markets, absence of agglomeration economies
and travelling constraints ought to be there, but they should find ways to minimize their
affect. This can be done by establishing a pool of “potential and strength” that can be formed
by utilizing entrepreneur’s skills, networking contacts and location advantages.
All these findings can be penciled-in pictorially in the following model.
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Figure 7: Conceptual Model of the Study
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7.2 Conclusion
The research findings lead us to finally conclude our study by answering the following research
question posed in first chapter:
“How do entrepreneurs internationalize their firms located in non-metropolitan regions by
developing networking relationships?”
Entrepreneurs utilize their accumulated strength and potential (pooled from different sources
including networking partners, own skills-set and opportunities available in non-metropolitan
region) to not only minimize the associated constraints of periphery but to successfully
internationalize from that location. An entrepreneur to be able to pool these strengths, first of all,
must possess a global-oriented mind that recognizes the whole world as one market and does not
confine itself within domestic boundaries. When he is mentally prepared to enter foreign markets
only then he is able to strengthen firm’s potential to internationalize from non-metropolitan
region. Subsequently, the entrepreneur and his team members ought to build social, business and
incessant snowball networks which are essential to overcome the constraints of knowledge and
other scarce resources in peripheral regions. As already mentioned in research findings that
social skills lie at the heart of building any kind of network, therefore the entrepreneurs from
these regions utilize their communication and social skills to broaden their network circle. They
get into closer relationship with world leading companies and influential individuals to extend
their businesses all over the world. Smart entrepreneurs follow their partners everywhere and
retain good relationship with them. In this way many new clients and partners are referred to
entrepreneurs and the network develops on and on – incessant snowball network. These
entrepreneurs are also smart enough to find and hire local experienced people who have worked
abroad and now want to come back permanently. They also involve and appreciate an active
participation of university researchers and students in their businesses’ processes. This is because
firms, researchers and students are involved in many and different networks that can be pooled
together to further develop the business network.
Therefore, we can conclude that entrepreneurs in non-metropolitan regions should: possess
global mind-set, social and team formation skills, and, industry experience; develop social,
business and incessant snowball networks by efficiently utilizing their social skills; understand
the peripheral challenges like: lack of financial resources, scarcity of non-tech professionals,
being far away from core markets, absence of agglomeration advantage and travelling time and
cost; and on the same time exploit the peripheral advantages which include loyal, hardworking,
less salaried and easily retained employees, and, easy life and exotic climate that exclusively
prevail in non-metropolitan regions. Having possessed skills, developed networks, and exploited
the opportunities, the entrepreneurs are now able to build a pool of potential and strength which
lowers the consequences of constraints. Entrepreneurs need to understand that these
challenges/constraints cannot be totally conquered or dismissed rather the influence could be
minimized as a result of strong pool of accumulated potential. In due course, they can
successfully pursue internationalization from a non-metropolitan region.
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7.3 Theoretical Contributions
By investigating how entrepreneurs enable their firms to internationalize from non-metropolitan
or peripheral regions of the world, this study contributes to the existing literature in several
important ways. First, it fills in the gap, to some extent, by answering how internationalization
phenomenon is followed by firms located in non-metropolitan regions that are tied with specific
constraints. Second, this is the first study in SMEs internationalization literature which
highlights the positive aspects of peripheral regions and how entrepreneurs exploit them to add
to their strength. Third, the current research discovers unique and new ways of building and
extending networks in context of SMEs internationalizing from periphery. Specifically it
emphasizes the need to pool the strength from university’s faculty and students on the side of
establishing and enhancing network circle in addition to just exploiting the technical
competencies it provides. Fourth, it also contributes to existing literature by diverting scholars’
attention to segregate technical skills from non-technical when they address scarcity of skilled
labor in non-metropolitan region as this study reveals that technical skills are not problematic but
marketing and management skills are. Fifth, it adds another driver that induces small firms to
internationalize in the existing SMEs internationalization literature – the climate and political
conditions of a country that plays a major role in taking company’s product to suitable foreign
markets. Furthermore, the conceptual model helps to understand how entrepreneurs build and
accumulate power to encounter the challenges posed by specific location and eventually
internationalize from that location. This was explained when we argued that entrepreneurs’
abilities and skills-set work behind exploiting the location advantages, and developing
networking relations, all of them together build and enhance firms’ power/strength that minimize
the affect of constraints and maximize possibility of internationalization. Besides, it also sheds
light on how exhibitions and trade shows overcome network scarcity in non-metropolitan
regions; how the use of ICT diminishes distance and how incessant snowball networks help in
expanding network circle progressively. Therefore we provide concrete basis standing on which
scholars could understand the phenomenon of internationalization from non-metropolitan
regions.

7.4 Practical Implications
Findings of this research provide basic guidelines to all entrepreneurs who are concerned about
internationalizing their firms from non-metropolitan regions. We suggested that peripheral
constraints can be minimized by pooling strengths against them. Entrepreneurs to
internationalize their firms must be globally oriented, socially skilled and possess a great ability
to form suitable team. They should target those experienced employees who after working
several years internationally plan to come back and settle down with their families. These
employees demand less salaries, stay for a long time, are hardworking, and sincere to the
company, therefore the entrepreneurs should find, hire and invest in these employees. Besides, if
the non-metropolitan region owns a university, the entrepreneur should collaborate with
researchers and students who can help firms to extend their networks abroad. We have clear
examples of Mittel and GSE who have succeeded to enlarge their networking circle in foreign
markets with the help of international students and researcher respectively. Firms should involve
students in internships and case-study researches. Apart from university, entrepreneurs should
meet the shortage of network linkages through attending international exhibitions, fairs and
tradeshows. Moreover, piggy-backing is also a most suitable option to take advantage of large
firm’s knowledge and distribution channels in foreign countries; thereby firms can overcome
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peripheral constraints to a large extent by adopting this strategy. Last but not the least, along with
understanding the constraints, the specialty of region in terms of exotic nature and climate should
be exploited and highlighted to attract foreign visitors which will further develop networks.
Importantly, besides these practical concerns for the business firms, we also believe that this
effort of ours has brought fruitful results for the CiiR project under the framework of which this
thesis was taken. If we recall the project’s main objective, i.e., to investigate how can firms and
networks of firms in non-metropolitan regions explore and gain from opportunities and develop
a position in internationally distributed innovation systems, and how can such a development be
stimulated by appropriate policy measures?, we can assert that this study has brought forward
valuable insights for the project’s researchers. For instance, from our results they can admire the
role of university researchers and students in terms of broadening firm’s networks internationally
and thus enabling it to gain from opportunities available in foreign markets. It is also clear from
our research that how can firms accumulate power from different available sources like
entrepreneurs’ skills to develop networks and exploiting the positive aspects of non-metropolitan
regions to minimize the constraints and ultimately get involved in internationally distributed
innovation systems.

7.5 Recommendations for Future Research
Based on the empirical findings that have emanated from this study, future research could
conceivably focus on a lot of related issues to further investigate them. For example:
√ The role of university faculty and students in terms of establishing and enlarging firm’s
networks and its link toward internationalization should be deeply explored in a separate
study.
√ How political, cultural or climate of a country impact on internationalization strategies of
smaller firms should also be investigated thoroughly.
√ Our study has brought forward positive expects and opportunities that are exclusively
available in non-metropolitan region. It would be worthwhile to compare SMEs in
metropolitan region that are devoid of such attributes with non-metropolitan region SMEs.
√ Although our study has both traditional and born global firms that have internationalized
from non-metropolitan region but our purpose of study was not to compare the firms.
Therefore, a comparative study between born-global firms and other traditional small firms
located in non-metropolitan regions is also expected to bring fruitful results.
√ A similar study should be conducted in other non-metropolitan regions of developed
countries and a comparison be made.
√ It would also be interesting to see the results that emerge from conducting this research in
peripheral regions of developing countries and then compare the findings of developed
countries with them.
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8 QUALITY CRITERIA
The objective of final chapter is to self evaluate the trustworthiness and authenticity of the thesis. The
trustworthiness of the study is explained in terms of Credibility, Transferability, Dependability and
Conformability.

8.1 Trustworthiness and Authenticity
As compared to quantitative study where high degree of validity and reliability is important
(providing confidence and trust in data collection and successful application of results in
managerial decision making) as claimed by Reige, (2003, p. 84), other scholars suggest that for
qualitative study trustworthiness and authenticity are main criteria for judging quality of said
study (Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Bryman & Bell, 2009; Morrow, 2005). During the whole process
of our research starting from introduction till conclusion, we have been very careful in
conducting research and thus we can claim the high trustworthiness and authenticity of the
results.

8.1.1 Trustworthiness
The four quality criteria: Credibility; Transferability; Dependability and Conformability are used
in qualitative research to ensure the trustworthiness of the study. While collecting and
interpreting data, we have been very careful and considered these four quality criteria to
guarantee the trustworthiness of the study.
Credibility of the Study: Credibility which is in parallel with internal validity means the
consideration and wariness of researcher while presenting empirical findings to ensure the true
and correct interpretation of data collected. During the process of data collection in case study
research, the context of the data may be interpreted in multiple ways, so it is important to
validate the findings with interviewees in order to check study’s credibility (Riege, 2003, p. 81).
To ensure the credibility of the study, we have validated our empirical findings from the
respondents involved in it. During the data collection phase of the research, all the interviews
conducted were recorded through electronic device and transcribed word by word later on. The
transcriptions of the interviews were communicated with the respondents through email to ensure
the correct understanding of data (member check). This close communication with the
respondents after the data collection build rigor in research process which ensures the credibility
of the study (Gasson, 2004, p. 95). Another technique used apart from member checks is
triangulation (Marriam, 1988, p. 171) that is performed by cross checking the data from multiple
sources such as company websites, brochures and documents of the companies. We contacted
the respondents to confirm if any contradiction was found in multiple sources which further
enhanced the credibility of the data interpretation. Last but not least trust was built with the
respondents by explaining the purpose of the study prior to conducting research and taking
permission from them to reveal the names of their companies and their own selves.
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Dependability: Dependability in qualitative research is in parallel with reliability in quantitative
research which shows the indication of stability and consistency of the researcher in the whole
research process. This inquires whether the researcher have taken reasonable care and properly
followed the procedures and techniques in a consistent way. (Riege, 2003, p. 81, 82). As
thoroughly explained in chapter 4 that we have taken extreme care and followed all the relevant
procedures and techniques for the data collection to ensure the trustworthiness of the study.
Further the research is conducted with an auditing approach by carefully tackling the emerging
research design and followed the detailed chronology of research activities and processes
(Morrow, 2005, p. 252) under the direction of the supervisor. The continuous guidance and
critical feedback from the supervisor is an important element in this study to ensure the
consistent way of following the procedures of research.
Transferability Issues: Another criterion used for evaluating the trustworthiness of the study is
transferability which refers to the extent of generalizing the findings of the study to other
contexts (Gasson, 2004, p. 98). As mentioned in delimitation of our study that the results cannot
be generalized to all non-metropolitan regions of other countries, particularly developing or
underdeveloped countries. The reason is that peripheral regions of these countries represent the
area which is near to extreme pole on peripheral/non-metropolitan scale and north region of
Sweden might not, at all, be considered as a remote area in eyes of these countries. In this
context, our study is not applicable or transferable to all other countries of the world. Although
cross-nation analysis is one of the techniques used in case study research to enhance the degree
of transferability of results (Miles & Huberman, 1994, cited in Riege, 2003, p.83, 84), yet we
cannot claim high degree of transferability of our research findings in context of developing
countries. However, our results could be generalized to non-metropolitan regions of Nordic
countries or other developed (e.g., European) countries, though not all. These are mainly those
non-metropolitan regions which own one or more universities. On the other hand, some of the
general findings such as the skills required by entrepreneurs for developing networking
relationships can be transferable in other contexts as well.
Conformability: The final criterion for ensuring trustworthiness is conformability which is
based on the acknowledgement that it is not possible for a researcher to be purely objective (e.g,
Morrow, 2005, p.252). As we have mentioned in 2nd chapter of this study that our preconceptions
might appear because it is practically impossible to detach them in order to reach a fully
objective understanding of respondents, however, we have tried our best to present our findings
as humanly possible as we could instead of using our personal beliefs or biases (cf. Gasson,
2004, p. 93). We strongly believe that the reader will surely find the integrity of findings that lie
in the data we collected, as it is obviously demonstrated in our analysis chapter where we have
explicitly shown the excerpts of main empirical data. Therefore, the reader is able to confirm the
adequacy of our findings (cf. Morrow, 2005, p.252). During the analysis of the data, we have
taken extreme care to avoid the personal biases which may affect the results and analyze the data
based on the empirical findings. On the other hand we have also considered reasonable care to
keep safe all the raw material used in the study such as recorded interviews, documents and notes
which may be needed later for inspection and checking the quality of findings and interpretation
(Riege, 2003, p. 83). In this way we can claim high conformability of findings which add value
in the trustworthiness of the study.
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8.2 Authenticity
The second criterion for measuring quality is authenticity in a qualitative research which
demands fairness, ontological authenticity, educative authenticity, catalytic authenticity and
tactical authenticity (Morrow, 2005, p. 252). Regarding fairness, we have honored and solicited
the different constructions of respondents and remained fair in doing that. We have also
improved, elaborated, matured and expanded all the constructions made by the respondents as far
as ontological authenticity is concerned. Concerning educative authenticity we have learned and
understood fairly well the constructions that were made by respondents regarding
internationalization from periphery, establishment of networks and the human skills required.
That is to say that our understanding and appreciation for these constructions is enhanced. Vis-àvis catalytical authenticity informs us to what extent the internationalization phenomenon is
stimulated from periphery by the entrepreneurs (cf. Morrow, 2005, 252-253).
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APPENDIX 1
Interview Guide for
SMEs located in Non-metropolitan region but operating globally
1. Basic information
a. Could you please briefly explain about your company?
• For example brief history about the company, number of employees, year of
internationalization etc.
b. Could you please tell us about your personal background?
• For example your position in the company, prior international experiences and
number of years served in this firm.
2. Information about internationalization process
a. Why did you internationalize?
• Main reasons/drivers that required/stimulated the company to go international?
b. Do you see any difference working with domestic market and foreign market?
c. How did you start selling your product/services in foreign markets?
• Was it a step by step involvement like starting from domestic market, to exporting
by agents, to sale subsidiaries abroad etc)
d. How do you choose or select the new foreign markets?
• Which countries in ranking order you started with?
e. What are the difficulties your firm faces in the process of internationalization?
• Challenges and constraints
f. How do you see the future of your company from an international perspective?
• How should you work in foreign markets in future?
3. Challenges faced due to non-metropolitan location of firm
a. To what extent do you think the location of a firm (i.e., located in metropolitan VS.
non-metropolitan/peripheral region) matters in internationalization process of a firm
• E.g. Stockholm VS Umeå or Luleå
• If your firm was located in Stockholm for instance, would it have the same level of
international status, growth and performance?
b. Could you briefly discuss the major challenges and constraints your firm faced or is
still facing because of its location in North region?
c. Small firms in non-metropolitan regions are said to have limited networking
opportunities, they lack resources, face shortage of skilled labor, usually do not host
an international airport and are deficient in agglomeration economies:
• How have your firm managed to overcome these shortcomings and succeeded to
internationalize from a non-metropolitan region?
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d. What could be the comparative location advantages of operating from a nonmetropolitan region
e. In what aspects do you enjoy the benefit of being a high-tech firm in context of
internationalization?
4. Information about Networking
a. What is your company’s view on networks and what is its importance in terms of
acquiring/sharing resources, knowledge and information etc?
b. How do you normally establish a network in context of internationalization?
• Tell us both about formal and informal networks
• Could you please help us draw networking structure with your suppliers, customers,
distributors and partners etc
c. Could you please give us some examples of how you utilized networks in foreign
expansion – both formal and informal
d. What is the importance of social and personal networks for your firm in
internationalization context. E.g., personal relations of CEO or other managers in
other countries
e. What advantages and disadvantages do you see in networking?
5. Information about Entrepreneurial Skills
a. What entrepreneurial skills/abilities you think are generally required to involve in
international activities, and particularly in case of your firm?
b. What skill/abilities you would expect from the management team involved in
international activities?
c. Do you believe that formal education and age factors of CEO/managers count value
and influence internationalization process?
d. How do you perceive the internationalization process of your firm? Do you believe
it’s complicated and challenging?

6. Additionally
a. Is there anything you would like to add?
b. Is it okay if we get back to you (via email or telephone) for some additional
information?
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